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001._____ Stanley #3 Type 2 prelateral iron smooth plane, Rule & Level logo blade, solid 

adjuster nut, early-style rosewood tote broken in center and needing to be glued, nice 
beaded knob, small chip from side rail at front corner, good overall.  

002._____ Chaplin's Improved Patent #3 sized smooth plane, nice hard rubber tote, good original 
blade, very good overall.  

003._____ Pair of iron smooth planes: GOODALL 9-inch complete and very good; and a Sargent 
HERCULES 9-inch iron smoother, complete and very good.  

004._____ Three iron bench planes: PEXTO iron smooth plane, complete with PEXTO iron, very 
good overall; unmarked 14-inch jack plane similar to the PEXTO smoother, complete 
and very good; and a WARDS MASTER (Stanley) #5 iron jack plane, complete and 
fine.  

005._____ Three iron jack planes: FULTON (Sargent) #5265? complete and fine overall; Stanley 
DEFIANCE with gray bed and red-stained hardwood handles, complete and very 
good overall; and a CHALLENGER that appears to be a Parplus-made plane, red 
paint in bed, very good overall.  

006._____ Union No. 31 24-inch transitional jointer plane, complete and very good overall.  
007._____ Stanley No. 129 Liberty Bell 20-inch transitional fore plane, some pitting on blade and 

chip breaker, some chipping and cracking at toe end, good overall.  
008._____ Stanley #28 18-inch prelateral transitional fore plane, nice eagle logo in toe, very good 

Rule & Level-logo blade, very good overall.  
009._____ Stanley #26 15-inch prelateral transitional jack plane, nice eagle logo in toe, Rule & 

Level Co. logo on good blade, frame and lever cap repainted, very good overall.  
010._____ Stanley #27 15-inch prelateral transitional jack plane, nice eagle logo in toe, very good 

Rule & Level-logo blade, very good overall.  
011._____ Pair of iron jack planes: Shelton No. 05, complete and fine; and a SsS SIEGLEY No. 

5 (similar to Stanley #5), complete and fine overall.  
012._____ Ohio Tool Co. #08C 24-inch iron jointer plane with refinished wood, knob is cracked, 

nearly spent original iron, bed repainted, can be put back into service as a user.  
013._____ Ohio Tool Co. 07 iron jointer plane, good Stanley Q-logo iron, big hang hole in rear of 

bed, nice wood, very good overall.  
014._____ Ohio Tool Co. 07C iron jointer plane with nice globe-logo iron, very good wood, nice 

japanning, very good overall.  
015._____ Ohio Tool Co. 06 fore plane with nice rosewood tote and knob, good THISTLE 

BRAND blade, very good overall.  
016._____ Scarce OHIO #06C with scarce Mark's Patent (8/20/07) frog adjuster screw, tote 

spur MIA, knob refinished, japanning enhanced, good globe logo iron, very 
good overall.  

017._____ OHIO TOOL #05 1/2C wide body jack plane, tote spur MIA, good Stanley V-logo 
blade, very good overall.  



018._____ OHIO TOOL #05 iron jack plane with good globe-trademark iron, nice knob, tote spur 
chipped, very good overall.  

019._____ OHIO TOOL #03C, tote broken in center, good knob, good Stanley V-logo blade, 
very good overall.  

020._____ Stanley #12-247 block plane in original box, new.  
021._____ Stanley #95 butt gauge IOB, new gage, good box.  
022._____ Stanley #138 level sights with SW logo, in yellow box, fine sights and very good box.  
023._____ Stanley #373 1/2 butt marker, complete and fine in original plastic pouch inside a later 

yellow box, some wear and staining to outer box.  
024._____ Stanley #220 iron block plane in original box, plane is fine, box is very good.  
025._____ Stanley #110 iron block plane IOB, plane is fine, box is soiled and moderately worn, 

nice label.  
026._____ Stanley #71 router plane MADE IN ENG with near perfect plating, fine wood, V-

shaped blade, two fences and one fence screw, all inside the original box top.  
027._____ Four transitional planes: FULTON TOOL CO. 20-inch fore, complete and very good; 

Stanley #29 20-inch fore with top of frog broken off, patent date in recessed nut and 
BAILEY'S patent on chip breaker; LAKESIDE 15-inch wide body (size of #37 
Jenny) very good; and a Stanley #26 with SW logo on blade, very good.  

028._____ Pair of wooden jack planes: 16-inch SCIOTO WORKS; and 16-inch with bottom 
radiused from side to side, spur of tote missing.  

029._____ Pair of iron jack planes: Stanley #5 1/2C Type 11 wide body jack plane, T-logo blade, 
knob has been wallowed out and mounted with improper bolt, will clean to good 
usable condition; and a Stanley #5 jack with cracked handle, very good usable 
condition.  

030._____ Scarce Sargent Shaw's Patent #9 smooth plane with intact frog, Stanley BB-logo 
iron, tote spur broken and glued, good knob, very good overall.  

031._____ Five assorted transitional bench planes. Some need minor things like a knob or 
oversized screws where the originals are stripped out, others are usable as they are.  

032._____ Five wooden planes: Way & SHERMAN N. YORK wedge-arm match plane, 
improper blade, and replaced handle; and four jack planes in varied stages of 
disrepair.  

033._____ Nice J. PEARCE 15-inch wooden jack plane with painted decorations.  
034._____ DR. RINEHART HANDY HOG HOLDER PAT NOV 24, 1931, complete and very 

good.  
035._____ Lot of five wooden handled try squares including: Stanley #20TS 8-inch, very good; 

Stanley #20 with rosewood handle, very good; GENERAL #830, very good; HENRY 
DISSTON, very good; etc.  

036._____ Lot of three hatchets: the one on top is marked GERMANTOWN; and the bottom one 
is a BLUE GRASS.  

037._____ Lot of five Stanley try squares on with steel handle and four with wooden.  
038._____ Three hatchets including a fine TRUE TEMPER; an unknown make; and a UTILAX 

with nail claw at end of handle.  
039._____ SHAPLEIGH'S 8-inch drawknife, complete and fine.  
040._____ Unusual Armstrong-Blum Mfg. Chicago MARVEL FRAME NO. 12 hack saw, 

complete and very good; plus a SHAPLEIGH'S 18-inch meat saw, very good.  
041._____ Two 8-inch drawknives from competing St. Louis hardware companies: 

SHAPLEIGH'S that is missing the metal caps below the handles, but is otherwise 
very good; and a SIMMONS that is complete and very good.  

042._____ S.H. CO. ST. LOUIS, MO de-horning saw, handle weathered, good overall.  
043._____ Unusual and early-looking metal working hammer with 16-inch handle, very 

good overall.  



044._____ Two body hammers for working on automobile bodies, one by PROTO.  
045._____ Three body hammers for working on automobile bodies, one by PROTO.  
046._____ Three BRIDGEPORT crating tools: one with broken prying claw; one with new 

handles; and a very nice TOMAHAWK model with original wood.  
047._____ Four BELL SYSTEM tools: lineman's wrench; 1 1/2-lb. hammer; a mystery scraper; 

and a pair of chain type pliers with 90-degree bend.  
048._____ Four misc. tools: a wooden plumbers wipe with leather face, very good; a pair of side 

cutters with extra long handles, pitted; two thread chasers; and a pair of hedge 
trimmers by JAMES FORGE.  

049._____ Pair of crating tools: BRIDGEPORT TOM-A-HAWK, very good; and a similar 
foreign made example, both very good.  

050._____ SHAPLEIGH'S KEEN KUTTER KK50 4 1/2-inch bench grinder, very good overall.  
051._____ BERNZ brass blow torch in fine original condition with most of the original decal on 

the front of the torch, comes inside a nice owner-made wooden box with hinged lid.  
052._____ Keen Kutter KK200 1/4-inch capacity electric drill, body appears to have been painted 

sliver, both tags intact, good.  
053._____ Early set of FRANK MOSSBERG square and hex sockets with swivel and adapter, a 

nice set in what is likely the original wooden box bottom, very good.  
054._____ Three misc. plier-like tools including a nice pair used to cut and perforate round 

leather sewing machine belts.  
055._____ Offset pair of needle nose pliers, very good; plus two cobbler hammers; one is a 

French pattern marked GERMANY 3 on the top; and a WHITCHER 
PHILADELPHIA with electrical tape on the handle.  

056._____ Lot to medium sized HARGRAVE C-clamps one marked HARGRAVE STANDARD 
CLAMP 4-IN; and the other HARGRAVE SUPERCLAMP NO. 44 CINTI TOOL 
CO. Both very good; plus a Millers Falls breast drill with built-in level, morris taper 
chuck, good overall.  

057._____ Lot of tools for working on small engines ZIM VALVE GRINDER IOB, fine; ZIM 
VALVE REFACER No. 514; VALVE RESEATING TOOL SET; UNIVERSAL 
RIDGE REAMER ST. LOUIS, MO; a spring spreader for lubricating leaf springs; 
and a WILSON Patent (U.S. No. 2,711,772) flaring tool for tubing.  

058._____ KEUFFEL & ESSER DORIC LETTERING SET 61 3135 in original wooden box 
with paper sleeve, set and wooden box are fine, sleeve is worn.  

059._____ Pair of hand drills: a Millers Falls #2A with hole drilled thru the wooden cap, no bits 
inside, good chuck, very good overall; and a small GERMAN? model with green 
gear wheel, frame has been repainted black, very good.  

060._____ CRAFTSMAN (Millers Falls) No.4246 hand drill like new in original box, box is 
worn around the edges, good label.  

061._____ Pair of Millers Falls drill: No. 2 with intact idler, handle full of bits, intact chuck, 
frame has been repainted, very good; and a MILLERS FALLS No. 2A with intact 
auxiliary handle and chuck, has been repainted and needs a good cleaning and oiling, 
can barely crank it as is.  

062._____ Two BELL SYSTEM tools: 3-LB sledge with hole thru the head for some special 
purpose; and a hatchet with a square hole for using as a wrench to screw climbing 
pegs into a wooden telephone pole, both very good.  

063._____ Three hammers: two are combination saw sets and hammers and one is a big sledge.  
064._____ Two mystery hammers: one has a short hatchet-like blade on one side and hammer on 

other; the second is a hand forged? claw hammer with ends of claws coming to a 
point perhaps for pulling staples?, very good.  

065._____ Three hammers: mystery hammer that has a short blunt spike on the other side; plus 
two small claw hammers, both very good. 



066._____ Five hammers with small tack claws on end of long blade, and having long polls. 
067._____ Lot of six cobbler hammers including a nice USMC (United Shoe Machinery 

Corporation) model. 
068._____ Four drawknives: DR BARTON; WASHINGTON TOOL CO; KARPENTER, etc.  
069._____ Pair of Stanley #95 butt gauges, both complete and fine.  
070._____ Four drawknives: GREENLEE; G.I. MIX & CO.; FULTON, etc.  
071._____ Three little planes: Stanley #75 bullnose rabbet with BB-logo blade, body repainted, 

very good; a small homemade smoother with front knob, good overall; and a 
WILKRO razor plane, very good.  

072._____ Two electric tools: BELKNAP HARDWARE LOUISVILLE, KY CRUSADER 
Model T8-2100 jig saw, looks very good, but the cord is rotted and needs to be 
replaced; and a MILLERS FALLS Model A 1/4-inch drill, has electric tape on the 
cord, good overall.  

073._____ Three #3 smooth planes: Two Stanley #3C complete and very good; a FULTON with 
repainted bed, good; and a Stanley #3, complete and very good.  

074._____ Three levels: Stanley #259 torpedo, complete and very good; Stanley 12-inch with 
hang hole in end of stock; and an unknown 12-inch plumb & level, complete and 
very good.  

075._____ Handled wooden tray filled with a large assortment of auger bits, many by KEEN 
KUTTER and SIMMONS and a few twist drills for use in a brace.  

076._____ Winchester single bit camp axe, handle not original, very good overall.  
077._____ IRWIN No. 22 Expansive auger bit in original box, bit is like new, box is scuffed but 

intact, very good; and a collection of five additional expansive bits including an 
unusual one by GREENLEE.  

078._____ BLUE GRASS hatchet, handle not original, very good overall.  
079._____ Lot of four KEEN KUTTER hammers; a large ball peen; a DYNAMIC claw hammer; 

a regular claw hammer and a small tinner's or riveter's.  
080._____ Embossed DCH CLEAN CUT hatchet, some mild pitting, very good overall.  
081._____ Two KEEN KUTTER cutlery tools: KEEN KUTTER PROCESSED butcher knife 

with 11 1/2-inch blade, owner's initials carved into back side of handle, very good; 
and a K7 meat cleaver, complete and very good.  

082._____ H.W. GELLER E-Z CUTTER hatchet by Geller, Ward & Hasner Hardware St. Louis, 
MO, very good.  

083._____ E.C. SIMMONS sheep shears, very good.  
084._____ Fine DIAMOND EDGE hatchet with original handle.  
085._____ Four St. Louis hardware tools: SHAPLEIGH'S 10-inch nippers; two DIAMOND 

EDGE double ended alligator wrenches including a DE100 with thread chaser in 
handle; and a SIMMONS HARDWARE NEVER SLIP ST. LOUIS 6.5-inch monkey 
wrench, all very good.  

086._____ Three Keen Kutter hammers: claw hammer; saw setting hammer; and a tinner with a 
slit in one end that looks like it is original to the tool, all very good.  

087._____ Lot of six Diamond Edge tools: three socket firmer chisels, two needing handles; a 
short bit extension; a 683B S-wrench; and a DE-725 slip-joint pliers that are fine.  

088._____ Keen Kutter K1946 fencing pliers with staple claw.  
089._____ Three Keen Kutter tools: Keen Kutter rock or prospectors hammer with pitting; KR10 

ratchet brace, very good overall; and a grass clipper that needs the pivot bolt 
replaced.  

090._____ Three Keen Kutter wrenches: Keen Kutter 8-inch Crescent-type wrench, has a welded 
repair near the worm screw; a 12-inch pipe wrench, with light rust, and a 14-inch 
pipe wrench, very good overall.  

091._____ Two farrier's hammers and a mystery HELLER BROS tool.  



092._____ Two hammers; farrier's and a DR BARTON hoop driver for driving on barrel hoops.  
093._____ Unknown make 2-handed scraper similar to a scorp, very good.  
094._____ Lot of four farrier's hammers. If you've starting up a horseshoeing business, you'll 

need these.  
095._____ Pair of bunion tools for stretching out your shoes to accommodate those big bunions 

on your feet.  
096._____ Primitive tapered reamer, very good.  
097._____ Two handed scorp with one cracked ferrule and one cracked handle; plus a L&IJ 

White hand adz, has a few corner chips so will need to be re-ground.  
098._____ Pair of rope-splicing fids for splicing small diameter line; one has a steel point, the 

other is all wooden.  
099._____ Sears Roebuck & Co. Model 789.46212 builders level in original wooden box with 

two plumb bobs and hood, the foam plastic that was in the lid to cushion the 
instrument has melted into the top of the instrument, so it will need to be cleaned.  

100._____ Nice 4-drawer countertop parts cabinet out of an old watchmaker/jeweler's shop, still 
has a number of small screws and pieces of jewelry and watch lenses. A real find for 
anyone in the watch trade.  

101._____ Belknap Hardare & Mfg. Co. Louisville, Ky 1955 hardbound catalog celebrating 
115 years in the hardware trade, new condition in original cardboard shipping 
sleeve.  

102._____ Pair of hatchets: On top is a nice DUNLAP with wooden handle; on bottom is a thin 
steel hatchet with steel handle sandwiched by wood.  

103._____ Cast iron Blackhawk corn sheller, very good overall.  
104._____ McCormick-Deering hand-cranked sickle grinder in fine overall condition.  
105._____ Pair of hatchets: on top is a Bridgeport-type Boy Scout model, very good; and below 

is a thin steel hatchet with steel handle sandwiched by hard plastic or bakelite.  
106._____ BATES Ajax Eyelet Fastener with decal on side from BUXTON & SKINNER 

PRINTING & STATIONARY CO. ST. LOUIS - MO., very good.  
107._____ Medium sized unmarked hatchet, very good; plus a small STEEL CASE hand-cranked 

grinder Pat. 2126879, needs cleaning and oiling, very good.  
108._____ KEEN KUTTER meat grinder, very good.  
109._____ Unknown make hand-cranked bench grinder with tool rest, very good.  
110._____ Pair of wooden handled 16-oz. claw hammers, one marked HUDSON, both very good.  
111._____ Pair of wooden handled claw hammers: Stanley, and Philadelphia Tool Company, 

both very good.  
112._____ Pair 12-inch BRIDGE farrier's nippers, very good.  
113._____ Four wooden handled claw hammers including a 20-oz. wrecking hammer, all very 

good.  
114._____ RED VIKING fencing combination tool, new old stock.  
115._____ Farrier's hammer and pair of HELLER BROS. nippers, very good.  
116._____ Lot of FORD automotive wrenches: Seven 9-inch adjustable Auto wrenches, five 

marked FORD all very good; and two FORD lug wrenches, both very good. 
117._____ Short handled farrier's hammer and pair of nippers, very good.  
118._____ Lot of FORD automotive wrenches: Six 9-inch adjustable Auto wrenches, five marked 

FORD; a 7-inch FORD adjustable, very good; and two lug wrenches, one marked 
FORD. 

119._____ Farrier's hammer and pair of lightly pitted nippers.  
120._____ Lot of eleven auto wrenches: 10 lug, four of which are FORD; and a FORD 01A-

17017B, very good. 
121._____ Lot of seven blacksmith tongs.  
122._____ Lot of 11 automotive lug wrenches, at least three are marked FORD. 



123._____ WESTERN W110 hatchet; hatchet/hammer-type tool with wooden handle; and a 
BELL SYSTEMS lineman's wrench, very good.  

124._____ Pair of MELLOR crating tools made by the MELLOR BOX OPENER CO. 
SEDALIA, MO, the smaller of the two is marked BUY ONLY ARM & HAMMER 
SODA, both very good.  

125._____ Pair of BELL SYSTEM TOOLS; a fine 16-oz. claw hammer; and a cable prop tool 
that would be mounted to a long wooden pole and used to prop up a section of line.  

126._____ Pair of crating tools: MELLOR in black paint and pitted; and a BRIDGEPORT with 
bruised handle, and painted black.  

127._____ Three BELL SYSTEM tools: riveting-type hammer by STANLEY, a knife with 
striking surface; and a BRIDGEPORT clamp with wooden screwdriver-type handle.  

128._____ Pair of hatchets, one with OD green handle and canvas pouch marked U.S. that could 
be worn on an Army belt.  

129._____ C.S. OSBORNE patent leather slitter, fine overall.  
130._____ SNELL & ATHERTON heel shave with intact brass fence, very good.  
131._____ Lot of five try squares and two bevels.  
132._____ Pair of sad irons.  
133._____ Pair of BUFFUM TOOL CO. gate latches, one smaller than the other and both 

featuring the BUFFUM Trademarked swastika-type logo.  
134._____ Lot of latches including several hand forged examples including several long staples.  
135._____ Pair foot measuring devices: one MASON made of plastic and one THE BRANNOCK 

DEVICE made of cast aluminum, both very good.  
136._____ Pair of hatchets: Wards Master Quality and an unknown model that is painted black 

and is pitted.  
137._____ BRIDGE TOOL CO. ST. LOUIS MO hatchet, very good overall.  
138._____ New old stock BUFFUM TOOL CO. LOUISIANA MO gate latch with two 

staples. First we've seen NOS.  
139._____ Lot: Buffum Tool Co. Louisiana, MO gate latch, pitted and painted silver, and five 

small wrenches: SUPERIOR; 206; W2; and two alligators.  
140._____ Lot of three bevels and three try squares; the Stanley #18 bevel has had its blade 

sharped and used as a knife, the blade is bent but the handle is good.  
141._____ Two handed scorp, has some minor surface rust, will clean to very good.  
142._____ OHAUS grain-type beam scale, has paint or something on inside of bucket, will clean 

to very good overall.  
143._____ Pair of miniature toy hammers, both very good.  
144._____ Early bench mounting vise with a modern coil spring installed, very good.  
145._____ Miniature toy hammer and a WILCO slip-joint plier, very good.  
146._____ Bench mounting vise, this one appears to be early too, but is painted flat black, good 

overall.  
147._____ Lot of automotive tools: spark plug gaping tool; little inside/outside MADE IN USA 

caliper; and another gap gauge; U.S. RUBBER CO. tread gauge with pocket clip; 
also included is a LUFKIN NC or U.S. Standard Screw Thread tap calculator.  

148._____ Pair of miniature toy hammers, one with a wooden handle, one with copper, both very 
good.  

149._____ W.P. JOHNSON NO. 46 6-inch combination rule, bevel and protractor, PAT JAN 8, 
1907, very good.  

150._____ Pair of miniature toy hammers, both very good.  
151._____ Pair of Stanley #36 6-inch 2-fold caliper rules: one with faded logo and scales; the 

other a very good SW model.  
152._____ Collection of five bench mounting miniature vises, plus one made by brazing a c-

clamp to a hand vise.  



153._____ Pair of miniature toy hammers plus a mini straw broom.  
154._____ LUFKIN 014 6-inch caliper rule, very good overall; and a STAINLESS STEEL THE 

EXECUTIVE POCKET CHUM 6-inch caliper rule with decimal equivalents chart on 
back, fine.  

155._____ Miniature toy hammer with mini pair 424 CHANNELOCK slip-joint pliers, fine.  
156._____ Pair of iron plumb bobs, one has been nickel plated, both very good.  
157._____ Brass LUFKIN weight for gauging tape, some folks think they're plumb bobs; plus a 

heavy brass ball with a steel bale in the top, a weight for something or a very crude 
bob.  

158._____ Three steel plumb bobs, two round and one hex, all very good.  
159._____ RULETA CO. INC N.Y. U.S.A. brass plumb bob with removable knurled top, typical 

nicks and dings, good.  
160._____ Shop made plumb bob and a mystery tool that has been treated as a plumb bob.  
161._____ Pair of small steel plumb bobs, both very good.  
162._____ Lot of three plumb bobs including a 5-oz. No. 170.  
163._____ Three steel plumb bobs including two Millers Falls #4 12-oz. models.  
164._____ Fine crating hammer marked ARM &amp; HAMMER BRAND SODA on one side 

and COW BRAND SODA on the other side, used to pry open and hammer closed 
wooden shipping crates, complete and very fine.  

165._____ Unusual L.M. HILDRETH NEW HAVEN, CONN. box scraper, marked PAT 
APPLD FOR, complete and very good. This is the first of its kind we have seen 
or sold.  

166._____ THE HOOKER crating hammer PAT APR. 1914, made by the Bridgeport Hdwe Mfg. 
Co., used to pry open and hammer closed wooden shipping crates, complete and very 
good.  

167._____ Sargent #52 scraper, brass ferrule has two cracks, not a trace of japanning remains, 
good overall.  

168._____ BOX TERRIER crating hammer by Bridgeport, used to pry open and hammer closed 
wooden shipping crates, complete and very good.  

169._____ Long handled Lutz Patent (U.S. No. 835,160) scraper, patented Nov. 6, 1906, 
complete and very good.  

170._____ TOMAHAWK JUNIOR crating hammer manufactured by Bridgeport Hdw. Corp., 
used to pry open and hammer closed wooden shipping crates, complete and very 
good.  

171._____ E.C. SEARNS cast iron scraper, has hang hole in end of handle as well as an eye bolt 
for hanging, complete and good.  

172._____ KELLOGG TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO. crating hammer, made by B-R CO. 
CHICAGO ILL, PAT APPLIED, used to pry open and hammer closed wooden 
shipping crates, complete and good.  

173._____ Unusual long handled MARTIN'S cast iron scraper with HARGRAVE blade, very 
good.  

174._____ Unknown make crating hammer with STEEL into handle, complete and very good.  
175._____ The A.E. BENNETT SPECIALTY MFG CO. ADJUSTABLE SCRAPER BUFFALO, 

NY, long handled scraper, patented JAN. 5, 1909, nice turned handle, very good.  
176._____ Two carving knives including a LANDERS FRARY & CLARK, a fork with folding 

stand that matches the LF&C knife, and two steels.  
177._____ Four assorted screwdrivers including an IRWIN and a SIMMONS.  
178._____ Pair of meat saws plus a wooden handled hack saw by the M.W. ROBINSON CO. 

BROOKLYN, NY, blade held in by two cotter pins.  
179._____ KEN TOOL CO. AKRON O(hio) T53 tire bead breaker, in silver paint, very good.  
180._____ Four keyhole saws one a Millers Falls with steel handle.  



181._____ Millers Falls patent auger handle, fine overall.  
182._____ Pair of shallow hack saws: a pistol grip model marked HALE, HAMILTON & CO. 

LONDON; and an unmarked wooden handled model, both very good.  
183._____ Winchester (Sargent) #3025C iron jack plane, nice rosewood tote and tall knob, 

original blade and lever cap, has light rust to exposed surfaces and mild pitting on 
both sides, will clean to very good overall condition.  

184._____ Pair of wooden handled Coes monkey wrenches, 12-inch with light rust, will clean to 
very good overall; and an 8-inch with cracked handle and hang hole drilled in end of 
handle, good overall.  

185._____ Winchester #3045 transitional 15-inch jack plane, tote spur has been broken and 
reshaped, light pitting on original blade and chip breaker, good original knob and 
lever cap, very good overall.  

186._____ Pair of wrenches: MOORE DROP FORGING 9-inch auto with square drain plug 
wrench at end of handle; and an 8-inch SHAPLEIGH'S DIAMOND EDGE DE-8 
Crescent-type, very good.  

187._____ Winchester (Sargent) #3025C iron jack plane, left side covered with light rust, right 
side has been cleaned and shows C.M.'s initials scratched into side, good beaded 
knob, tote broken in middle and missing spur, good original blade and lever cap, will 
clean to good overall condition.  

188._____ Scarce Winchester (Stanley) butt gage, complete and very good; plus a Stanley #95 
that just needs a cleaning.  

189._____ Winchester claw hammer, marking a bit faint, and handle a replacement, good overall.  
190._____ Winchester No. W32 meat grinder, arm marked WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS 

CO. NEW HAVEN, CONN., fine overall.  
191._____ Pair of Winchester hatchets: camp type hatchet with notch for pulling nails, faint 

mark, replaced handle, good overall; and another hatchet with hammer head, good 
mark on one side, the other side looks like it was struck multiple times with a cold 
chisel, replaced handle, good overall.  

192._____ Pair of Winchester adjustable pipe wrenches: 10-inch with steel handle, complete and 
very good; and a 6-inch that is missing its original wooden handle, the tang that the 
handle slides on is slightly bent, rob the wooden handle and nut from a non-
Winchester and you're set, some light pitting on both sides.  

193._____ Pair of Winchester auger bits: an adjustable one with the Winchester logo on the shaft 
and one the movable spur, has seen considerable use, good overall; and a No. 1214 
that is complete and very good.  

194._____ Unusual WINCHESTER headlight with battery case, the lamp is in very good overall 
condition excepting the fact that the elastic band is missing, box would take 5 D-cell 
batteries, very good overall; the spare box has had some batteries leak in in at some 
point, the Winchester label on the lid is very good.  

195._____ Lot of four Winchester flashlights all with issues: one has peeling plastic outer cover, 
fisheye lens, missing belt ring; one in a bakelite-type case that is cracked; a longer 
plated model that has some acid corrosion on the outside; and another longer model 
No. 0820 with cracked cap on butt end of handle, otherwise OK.  

196._____ Winchester nickel plated flashlight with adjuster ring, flasher, very good overall.  
197._____ Winchester headlight with original elastic strap, bulb broken, one hole in battery box, 

good WINCHESTER label on door of box, good overall.  
198._____ Pair of Winchester flashlights: smaller plated model, has Winchester tag on the body 

above the switch, just needs a new glass lens and will be fine. Butt marked USE HI-
POWER WINCHESTER CELLS; the other is bigger and has a large W on the butt 
end along with the WINCHESTER TRADEMARK logo, has beam adjuster ring, 
head has some wobble in it, good overall.  



199._____ Pair of Winchester flashlights both with dark finished bodies: the longer one has a 
large W in the butt end with the WINCHESTER TRADEMARK logo, it has a beam 
adjuster ring, intact lens, and ring, very good; and a shorter one with the 
WINCHESTER OLIN and BOND logo in the butt end, complete and fine.  

200._____ Pair of Winchester flashlights: the larger one has a chrome or nickel plated finish, the 
butt end has WINCHESTER USE NO. 1511 HI-POWER CELLS, very good; and a 
shorter one with copper body with chrome ends, has OLIN WINCHESTER 
TRADEMARK BOND logo on butt end, a dent in the butt end cap does not affect the 
threads, good overall.  

201._____ Lot of five saw sets (from top to bottom) large Atkins? with Keen Kutter block and 
wedge logo, nice nickel plating, very good overall; Unknown make from NOR??? 
CONN; CHAS. CROISSANT & BRO. PAT. MAY 30, 1872; and AUG. 5, 1884, 
very good; one with decorative cast frame similar to the one below; NIKE SWEDEN.  

202._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 1/2C FT wide body jack plane, welded on left side at throat 
and repainted, will make a fine user.  

203._____ Lot of six lever-type saw sets: S.H. CO. SWIFT No. 11 some pitting; KOHLER & 
CO. CANTON, PAT. MAR 1891, some light pitting; Croissant & Bro. some light 
pitting; IDEAL 4-3-26 PAT., very good; unknown make, very good; unknown make 
with intact external spring and faint logo on the screw head, very good.  

204._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 FT iron jack plane, nice T-logo blade, BEDROCK lever 
cap, rosewood tote marked BDofED and side of plane marked 23, so this one came 
out of a school shop, fine overall.  

205._____ Lot of six lever-type saw sets from top to bottom: PAT PEND, very good; E.C. 
ATKINS PAT. JUNE 2, 1884? nice nickel plating, very good; unknown make with 
U-shaped spring, some pitting; another unknown make with pitting; unknown make 
with nice brass fence; and a G.L. HOLT OCT. 8, 1901 patent, good overall.  

206._____ Stanley BEDROCK #605 FT iron jack plane, nice V-logo blade, BEDROCK lever 
cap, fine rosewood tote and tall knob, fine overall.  

207._____ Lot of three wooden screw-arm plow planes for parts or restoration: OHIO TOOL CO. 
No. 97 handled plow with good threads, all four nuts, missing wedge; AUBURN 
TOOL CO. No. 90 with several thread chips, missing one of the larger nuts, one iron 
included; and a unhandled 7 1/2-inch model with faint maker's mark, intact nuts, 
good threads, brass stiffener plate, very good overall.  

208._____ Stanley BEDROCK 604 1/2C FT wide body smooth plane, good SW-logo blade, 
rosewood tote with partial decal and nice rosewood tall knob, BEDROCK lever cap, 
japanning may have been touched up, fine overall.  

209._____ Lot of three iron duplex or rabbet planes: two Stanley #78 and one Millers Falls #85, 
all three are missing the fence and only one has a depth stop, all three have been 
repainted.  

210._____ Stanley BEDROCK #604 FT smooth plane, SW-logo blade, fine tote has partial decal 
on side, nice rosewood tall knob, STANLEY lever cap, very good overall.  

211._____ Pair of Stanley iron rabbet planes: #192 and #190, both missing depth stops and both 
have been repainted.  

212._____ Stanley BEDROCK #604C FT smooth plane, SW-logo blade, fine tote has partial 
decal on side, nice rosewood tall knob, BEDROCK lever cap, japanning enhanced, 
very good overall.  

213._____ Vaughan & Bushnell #904 DROP FORGED Bedrock-style smooth plane with flat 
sides, nice tote and knob, very good overall.  

214._____ Stanley #3 iron smooth plane WWII model with hard rubber adjuster nut, SW logo 
blade, fine rosewood tote and knob, very good overall.  



215._____ Stanley #3C iron smooth plane, rosewood tote and low knob, V-logo iron, very good 
overall.  

216._____ Wooden coach maker's type compassed rabbet plane, very good.  
217._____ Lot of six iron block planes: CRUSADER; TRUE VALUE; unknown; two Stanley 

#103 (one with welded lever cap) and one Stanley #102.  
218._____ Brass knockoff of a Stanley #48 tongue & groove plane, one cap screw and both 

blades missing, good overall. First knockoff of this model that we've seen.  
219._____ Lot of four small block planes that most likely came out of the child's tool sets.  
220._____ Stanley #71 router plane with two patent dates in bed, has throat closing rod but no 

foot, very good knobs, very good overall.  
221._____ Lot of six assorted block planes: Shelton steel; two Stanley #9 1/2; #110, etc.  
222._____ Pair of wooden razee-style planes: 25 1/2-inch jointer with unusual Ohio Tool Co. 

blade, side split, good; and a 20 3/4-inch jointer with WAY & SHERMAN blade, 
very good.  

223._____ Lot of five assorted 8-inch smooth plane: HIBBARD'S TRUE VALUE; BRILLANT 
WEST GERMANY; ESTE MADE IN WESTERN GERMANY; Stanley #3 Type 11 
with broken tote, good T-logo blade, very good overall; and one with MADE IN 
U.S.A. blade, very good.  

224._____ Four assorted bench planes including two Stanley transitional fore planes; and two 
wooden jack planes.  

225._____ Stanley #12 1/2 scraper plane with fine rosewood tote and bottom; blade marked with 
SW long and No. 12B, very good overall.  

226._____ Four transitional smooth planes: Liberty Bell transitional smooth plane, good overall; 
Sargent #3409; unknown make 9-inch with lever cap from an iron plane; and an 8-
inch Stanley model that has needs a new sole plate or throat patch, all have been 
repainted.  

227._____ Lot of four 9-inch smooth planes: CRAFTSMAN 619.3742, very good; ECLIPSE 
very good; SARGENT #409 complete and very good; and a SARGENT 
HERCULES, complete and fine. The HERCULES is not shown in the first photo.  

228._____ Three iron block planes: Stanley #140 skew bladed, with improper side plate; Stanley 
#220; and a Sargent #307 or #317, all have been repainted.  

229._____ Lot of three wall-paper trimmers: one RIDGELY TRIMMER; one HYDE CENTURY 
TRIMMER and one unmarked and lightly pitted trimmer.  

230._____ Lot of four iron jack planes: ECLIPSE; BEDROCK #605 FT with cracked side and 
repainted (good for parts); unknown make with Stanley blade, Millers Falls lever cap, 
brown painted bed, hardwood handles, hang hole in toe; and another ECLIPSE 
painted flat black.  

231._____ Two planes: Stanley #98 side rabbet plane, nice rosewood knob, good T-logo blade, 
skate worn a bit behind blade, very good overall; and a #75 bullnose rabbet with light 
pitting and repainted body.  

232._____ Unknown make #12-type scraper plane with extra thick wooden sole (like Stanley #12 
3/4) nice handle, pitted blade has some mild rust, nice handle, very good overall.  

233._____ Unknown make 5-inch stuffed brass rounding plane with 3/4-inch blade, very good 
overall.  

234._____ Pair of iron block planes: early Sargent double ended plane with circular logo on 
blade, good overall; and a Stanley #65 low angle plane with nice SW logo on knuckle 
jointed lever cap, 1/2 of the adjuster nut is broken off, will make a good user.  

235._____ Lot of four fixer-upper drawknives in varied stages of disrepair.  
236._____ Lot of Keen Kutter tools: 7-inch block plane with hang hole in rear of bed, very good 

overall; 8-inch plier with side cutter; 6.5-inch plier with offset jaws; KOP pruning 



shears, complete and fine; 1.5-inch butt chisel, needs handle; and a 2 5/16-inch bench 
plane blade with 1/2-inch usable length remaining.  

237._____ Lot of four fixer-upper drawknives in varied stages of disrepair.  
238._____ Lot of seven Keen Kutter socket chisels, most in very good usable condition.  
239._____ Lot of six little claw hammers, one appears to be hand forged.  
240._____ Choice from among a lot of five railroad hammers including a spike driver; the second 

one from the bottom is marked I.C.R.R. (Illinois Central Railroad). We didn't look 
closely at the others, but there are sure to be other railroad markings.  

241._____ Stanley 24-inch No. 233 masons level with cherry stock, all six vials intact, very good 
overall.  

242._____ Stratton Brothers 28-inch No. 1 brass-bound plumb and level with rosewood? stock, 
very good overall.  

243._____ Early 30 1/8-inch Stanley double plumb & level with mahogany stock, big brass plum 
vial covers, nice brass side view for level vial, two early patent dates, very good 
overall.  

244._____ Stratton Brothers No. 1 brass bound plumb & level with mahogany stock, decorative 
side views, stock is full of nicks and dings and would look much better with wood 
refinished, both vials intact, good overall.  

245._____ J.J. VINALL, CLEVELAND 3/8-inch fully-boxed side bead plane, rated 2 stars in 
current AWP book, very good.  

246._____ J. HUGHES RICHMOND, IA (Indiana) 5/8-inch fully-boxed side bead, rated 4 
stars in current AWP book, some staining, very good overall.  

247._____ BUCKEYE PLANE CO. wooden smooth plane with original BUCKEYE PLANE 
CO. iron, rated 4 stars in current AWP book, very good; plus a H.S. 
KELLOGG, INDIANAPOLIS, IN. hollow with faint mark, good usable 
condition.  

248._____ McKINNEL & R. A. WARD, MADISON, IA (Indiana) 5/8-inch double boxed 
side bead, unrated in current AWP book, complete and very good.  

249._____ COLLINS, RAVENNA #9 round, rated 2 stars in AWP, rated two stars in current 
AWP book, very good usable condition; plus an OHIO TOOL CO. 1/2-inch center 
bead, some chipping to double boxing, four holes in stock from previous fences, can 
be put back into service.  

250._____ Lot of five Stanley Zig Zag rules: No. 108 BALL-LOCK JOINTS, very good; #X227 
with BALL-LOCK JOINTS and brass caliper; very good; #167 BRICK MASON'S 
with BALL-LOCK JOINTS, fine; #906 has a chip from one section, some black tar 
or ink staining on one side, very good overall; and a #06, complete and fine.  

251._____ Four wooden molding planes: D.R. BARTON 1 1/4-inch side bead; 1/2-inch rabbet; 
early 1/4-inch bead; and a homemade 10 3/4-inch 1/4-inch round.  

252._____ Three wooden molding planes including and A. KELLY & CO. ASHFIELD, MASS 
#12 round (refinished); a BALDWIN double bead; and an unknown make quirked 
ogee, all in very good overall condition.  

253._____ Four wooden molding planes: a bead with astregal; boxed side bead; center bead, and 
a 5/8-inch complex profile with quirk and bevel, all need light cleaning.  

254._____ Six E. HATCH wooden molding planes: #18 & #26 rounds; #14 & #22 hollows; and 
two dados 7/16 complete and an 1/8-inch missing nicker and nicker wedge, all appear 
to have been stripped of their original varnish. All have former owner's name C.H. 
BUTTERFIELD on heel.  

255._____ Nine wooden planes: WAY & SHERMAN N. YORK skew bladed rabbet with nicker; 
H.L. JAMES WILLIAMSBURGH MASS tongue; unmarked rabbet and two smaller 
rounds; THOS. L. APPLETON 1/2-inch handled tongue; GREENFIELD TOOL CO. 



3/4-inch handled tongue cutter; GREENFIELD TOOL CO. 7/8-inch tongue, missing 
blade and wedge; and a small rabbet with a bead blade, no wedge.  

256._____ Scarce Albert D. Goodell Patent (U.S. No. 79,825) patent brace, marked PAT. JULY 
3, 1868, brace was actually patented July 14, 1868, complete and very good overall.  

257._____ Unknown make try square with rosewood handle marked PAT APL'D FOR, nice 4 
1/2-inch blade, very good overall.  

258._____ Holt Patent (U.S. No. 235,532) brace, patented Dec. 14, 1880, complete and very good 
overall.  

259._____ Lot of seven steel name stamps.  
260._____ Unusual Backus Patent (U.S. #132,791) brace, patented Nov. 5, 1872, complete and 

very good.  
261._____ Keuffel & Esser patent slide rule in nice leather case, patented June 5, 1900, very good 

overall.  
262._____ Unusual Amidon Patent (U.S. #193,632) brace-wrench manufactured by SAXTON & 

AMIDON of BUFFALO NY, this one is well worn, and the screw needs to be 
repositioned, can be restored to good or better overall condition.  

263._____ Irwin tin holder for 13 auger bits marked STANDARD of the WORLD, The IRWIN 
Bit 'CUTS TRUE - CLEAR THRU.' very good overall.  

264._____ Stanley No. 923 6-inch ratchet brace, with fine nickel plating and cocobolo handles, 
fine overall.  

265._____ Early screwdriver or turn screw dated 1843 and a keyhole saw with decorative handle 
held by two split nuts, has a maker's mark but it was only 1/2 struck and we can only 
make out the & CO.  

266._____ Stanley #236 24-inch aluminum double plumb & level with eclipse vial covers, all 
vials intact, very good overall.  

267._____ Lot of three iron block planes: Stanley #110 with decal on lever cap, complete and 
fine; Craftsman (Sargent #306) with adjustable throat and blade adjuster, complete 
and very good; and a Keen Kutter (Sargent #107), complete and very good.  

268._____ Lot of four buggy or vehicle wrenches, all have light rust.  
269._____ Millers Falls No. 100 "AUTOMATIC" push drill in original box, drill is complete and 

fine, box is soiled but good.  
270._____ Lot: small wooden mallet; Keen Kutter ball peen hammer head and Diamond Edge 

riveting hammer head.  
271._____ Large 19-inch Bemis & Call combination pipe and nut wrench with long adjuster 

sleeve, has a few spots of rust, will clean to very good condition.  
272._____ CTD (Cleveland Twist Drill Company) No. 84 drill bit stand for numbered twist drills, 

complete and fine.  
273._____ Lot of three adjustable pipe wrenches: PEXTO 12-inch Stillson-type with wooden 

handle, very good overall; WALWORTH STILLSON 14-inch with wooden handle, 
very good; and an all steel 14-inch HERCULES MADE IN USA, very good.  

274._____ Lot of three zig-zag rules: LUFKIN No. 1206 aluminum, complete and very good; 
DURALL GOLDEN RULE, complete and very good; and a LUFKIN No. 8616 
STANDARD with a few scratches, very good overall.  

275._____ Pair of adjustable pipe wrenches: LAWSON MFG. DEC. 14, 1920 Patent 10-inch 
model, very good overall; and a 6-inch WALWORTH, complete and very good.  

276._____ Lot: gunsmith's nut driver; Stanley Yankee No. 3400 offset screwdriver, fine; Stanley 
#136 6-inch caliper rule, good; and STANLEY MYT10 10-FT. tape measure, fine.  

277._____ Snell & Atherton heel shave, complete and very good.  
278._____ Two books: ANTIQUE WRENCHES copyright 1983 by Larry L. Finch of Ottawa, 

Kansas, complete and very good; plus a BROWN & SHARP Catalog Number 37M 
machinist's tools, very good overall.  



279._____ Unknown make No. 5 saw vise, adjusts into any number of positions, complete and 
very good overall.  

280._____ Lot of old St. Louis hardware store string tags: six new DIAMOND EDGE; a new 
WITTE HARDWARE with string; and two worn Diamond Edge tags without strings.  

281._____ Lot of three rules or scales: LUFKIN yard stick marked N.Y.C. & PENNA., SERIAL 
NO.E2, APPROVED TYPE 351," very good; and two sliding wooden rules both 
with advertising, one marked COMPLIMENTS OF STEWART HARTSHORN CO. 
SELF-ACTING SHADE ROLLERS WOOD AND METAL, very good; the other 
from THOMPSON-HAYWARD CHEMICAL CO. KANSAS CITY, KANSAS.  

282._____ Diamond Edge (Imperial) single-blade pocket knife with rosewood handles, complete 
and fine.  

283._____ Blue Grass (Barlow?) 2-bladed pocket knife with bone or horn handles, both blades 
have been shortened from repeated sharpening.  

284._____ Keen Kutter 2-bladed pocket knife with stag-type handles, good overall; and 
SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE DIAMOND EDGE pencil clip, very good.  

285._____ SHAPLEIGH HWE CO. ST. LOUIS straight razor with black plastic or Bakelite 
handle, very good.  

286._____ Lot: two pocket knives including a SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE 3-bladed model with 
stag handles, very good; a KEEN KUTTER 2-bladed model with worn blades; plus 
two blades from a Keen Kutter pocket knife.  

287._____ Miniature keyhole saw, pick and pair of pliers, all very good.  
288._____ Two miniature hammers, both very good.  
289._____ Miniature keyhole saws and hammer, both very good.  
290._____ Miniature nickel-plated keyhole saw and mattock, both very good.  
291._____ Lot of five Stanley Zig Zag rules: BIG 6 HEAVY DUTY, complete and fine; 

STANLEY VICTOR ENGINEERS No. 816, complete and very good; another 
STANLEY VICTOR ENGINEERS No. 816, very good; STANLEY ZIG-ZAG No. 
806, complete and fine; and a STANLEY METRIC ZIG-ZAG No. 712M-E with SW 
logo, very good.  

292._____ Pair of wooden jointer planes: 28-inch OGONTZ No. 27 with nice OHIO TOOL CO. 
blade, closed handle with spur broken off, very good overall; and a 26-inch 
GREENFIELD TOOL CO. with nice closed handle, natural crack in side and on top 
just behind tote, very good overall.  

293._____ Stanley #7 iron jointer plane with hardwood tote and knob, good BB-logo blade, very 
good overall.  

294._____ GAGE TOOL CO. 24-inch No. 21 transitional jointer plane, tote spur broken off, a 
few paint splatters, very good overall.  

295._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane in original wooden box, nice nickel plated model 
with floral casting, comes with box of blades including slitter, early-style dated cam, 
long and short rods, a very good usable plane.  

296._____ Stanley #7C cast iron jointer plane with corrugated bottom, good rosewood tote and 
tall knob, good BB-logo iron, very good overall.  

297._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane in original wooden box with partial label, comes 
with long and short rods, original box of blades with 80 percent label, can easily be 
put back into service.  

298._____ Stanley #7C cast iron jointer plane with corrugated bottom, WWII model with 
hardwood tote and knob, hard rubber adjuster nut, good HOCK blade, very good 
overall.  

299._____ Pair of 35 3/4-inch sliding tills out of an old cabinetmaker's tool chest, both very good.  
300._____ Unmarked crating hammer made of highly polished steel, used to pry open and 

hammer closed wooden shipping crates, complete and fine.  



301._____ Large lot (63) Fine Tool Journal publications from Vol. 45 #3 through Vol. 62 #3. In 
this 18-year run of 72 issues total, this lot is only missing the following nine issues: 
Vol. 45, #s 1 & 2; Vol. 47, #s 3 & 4; Vol. 48, #s 1 & 4; Vol. 50, #2; Vol. 61, #4; and 
Vol. 62, #4. 

302._____ Lot of seven iron block planes including a nice Stanley Two-Tone with red cap and 
gray bed.  

303._____ Lot of implement wrenches: 12-inch #591 with 1 1/4-inch hex socket; and a and 
unknown make with 2-inch hex box and offset 1 1/4-inch hex box, faint four or five-
digit number. 

304._____ Lot of five iron block planes including two Stanley #110, #120, #9 1/2, etc.  
305 M. KLEIN & SONS CAT. 3146 lineman's wrench, very good. 
306._____ Lot of five pressed or stamped steel block planes including a GLOBEMASTER; 

STANLEY H102; etc.  
307._____ Pair of wrenches: B&G PLOW CO. CANTON O with tilted head, very good; and a 

LUCKY 'LEVEN CHICAGO MARCH 15-21 PAT, very good. 
308._____ Lot of three Stanley #102 planes plus a similar one with PINE KNOT blade.  
309._____ Three misc. wrenches: stove lid lifter marked OD, some pitting; a 7.5-inch #12 JOAR 

wrench, very good; and a 5.5-inch combination square socket and open end marked 
CAP on one side, very good. 

310._____ Lot of six small block planes; thee that look like they came from child's tool kits; and 
OHIO TOOL 0102; Stanley #103 and Stanley H102.  

311._____ Four misc. wrenches: CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS 13/16 and 7/8 with the 7/8 side 
broken off; an 8-inch ADJUST-A-BOX PAT. NO. 2,912,891; MONITOR DRILL 
A270, very good; and one with a gear rack on one end and a #369 lightly cast into the 
open end along with a small pin or poll. 

312._____ Lot of six block planes: FOSTER aluminum; unknown make similar to Stanley 9 1/2; 
BLUE GRASS (Sargent) missing the nut that secures the adjustable throat plate; 
Stanley #102; and Stanley H102.  

313._____ Four assorted wrenches: #196 or 691 in red paint 7.25-inches long, very good; V&B 
alligator, very good; M.? CO No. 2 6-inch wrench with multiple openings some 
pitting; and a Sargent wrench with four openings and a spanner on the other end, very 
good. 

314._____ Lot of five assorted iron block planes including four that look like toys out of a child's 
tool kit.  

315._____ Lot of six LITTLE GIANT razor planes four with sockets for attaching broom sticks.  
316._____ Bed key wrench, marked 4 on one side, very good. 
317._____ Unknown make A1 T-shaped 6-inch wrench with square socket on one end and 

screwdriver on the other, very good. 
318._____ CRAFTSMAN 14-inch adjustable pipe wrench, complete and fine. 
319._____ Lot of four wrenches: B.F. AVERY & SONS J91, pitted and painted black; 103 

HAWORTHS CHECK ROWER, pitted; one owner IDs as a 1445L in black paint; 
and a 6-inch that the owner IDs as a SHELDON AXLE CO, very good. 

320._____ Pair of clevises with wrench pins, both very good. 
321._____ Three wrenches: ACME A881, complete and very good; 7307B buggy wrench; and 

small 4.25-inch wrench with socket on one end. 
322._____ Lot of five wooden molding planes: P.A. GLADWIN & CO. 1 1/2-inch skew bladed 

side rabbet; unmarked twin-iron fixed sash; early 1-inch hollow, mark too faint to 
read; unknown make tongue cutter; and an unknown make grooving plow; all planes 
have been stripped of their original varnish, but all are complete and very good.  

323._____ Lot of six wooden molding planes: unmarked 5/16 hollow; OHIO TOOL NEW 
YORK table joint; early gothic-type bead; GREENFIELD TOOL CO. #12 round 



with slight fore & aft radius to sole; E&C CARTER #14 hollow; THE DOSCHER 
PLANE & TOOL CO. SAUGHTUCK, CONN 1 1/16-inch nosing plane.  

324._____ OHIO TOOL CO. COLUMBUS No. 107 handled screw-arm plow plane, front arm 
has some serious chipping close to bracket, otherwise there are just typical nicks and 
dings, a good usable plow.  

325._____ Lot of six wooden molding planes: early 1 5/8-inch skew bladed rabbet; early 1/2-inch 
rabbet with integral fence; unmarked tongue cutter with broad chamfers; SARGENT 
& CO. 707 1/2 table joint plane; B.T. BERRY 7/8-inch tongue cutter; and marked 
E.C. CHAMBERLAIN on heel.  

326._____ Lot of 14 center bits by assorted makers ranging from 1 inch down to 3/16-inch, all in 
usable condition.  

327._____ Lot: three wooden handled gimlet bits one with broken worm screw.  
328._____ Lot of 12 center bits from 1 1/4-inch down to 3/16-inch, all usable.  
329._____ Two unusual stonemason's chisels.  
330._____ Lot of 12 assorted center bits ranging from 2-inch down to scarce 1/8-inch, all usable.  
331._____ Lot including seven gimlets; a tiny screwdriver; little pair scissors, etc.  
332._____ Mystery iron tool with wooden handle.  
333._____ Two Volume hardbound Diderot Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Trades and 

Industry books with "485 Plates in Two Volumes." The dust jacket on Volume 
One is torn in several places and missing a few pieces near the edge, and the dust 
jacket on Volume Two is torn and missing a few small pieces too. The books 
themselves are very good. Copyright 1959 by Dover Publications.  

334._____ The Architecture of the American Colonies and the Early Republic THE 
MONOGRAPH SERIES, RECORDING THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE 
AMERICAN COLONIES AND THE EARLY REPUBLIC VOLUMES XV AND 
XVI, ILLUSTRATIONS & MEASURED DRAWINGS BY KENNETH CLARK, 
EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY RUSSELL F. WHITEHEAD, 148 EAST SIXTY-
FIRST STREET, NEW YORK, MCMXXXI (1931), WITHDRAWN SIMMONS 
COLLEGE LIBRARIES BOSTON copy, very good overall.  

335._____ New England Influence on North Carolina Architecture New Bern - Part Two by 
Aymar Embury II. Marked on inside "Copyright 1927, 1928, Russell F. Whitehead, 
All Rights Reserved, Published December 1928.This Limited Edition has been 
printed from type and the type distributed. Printed in the United States at The 
Marchbanks Press New York." Has a few loose pages and the tape holding the cover 
to the spine needs to be re-glued, good overall. ex WITHDRAWN SIMMONS 
COLLEGE LIBRARY (Boston).  

336._____ Two hardbound books: The Essential Woodworker, Skills Tools & Materials by 
Robert Wearing 1988, ex Kensington & Chelsea libraries, the plastic dustcover is 
well worn, the book itself is very good; plus a How To Sell Hardware by Roy F. 
Soule, third edition, this 384-pages hardbound book is signed by author, very good.  

337._____ Two hardbound books: Circa 1908 Saint Louis Machinists Supply Company Catalog 
No. 6, this firm was founded by Hade Rublemann likely the son of George A. 
Rublemann who owned and operated G.A. Rublemann Hardware in St. Louis. This 
306-page catalog is filled with a variety of precision tools, wrenches, drills, 
blacksmith tools, drill presses, etc.; plus OXFORD CITY APPRENTICES 1697-
1800, edited by Malcolm Graham, printed at the Clarendon Press, for the Oxford 
Historical Society, complete and fine.  

338._____ Late model Stanley #65 low angle block plane, blue bed, fine overall condition.  
339._____ Pair of transitional jack planes: SsS Siegley 16-inch wide-body with light pitting blade 

and chipbreaker, tote and early-style Stanley replacement, good overall; and a 



Stanley #127 LIBERTY BELL, small chip from top right corner of stock, otherwise 
very good.  

340._____ Pair of transitional smooth planes: prelateral Stanley #24?, no markings on toe, small 
R&L logo on blade, recessed adjuster nut, good overall; and a Sargent #3408 
complete and very good.  

341._____ Stanley #78 duplex rabbet and filester plane, has thumb-operate blade adjuster, fence 
rod is present, but fence is MIA, will make a great user.  

342._____ A.H. NEWBOULD, DETROIT wooden rabbet plane, rated 2 stars in the AWP book, 
very good overall.  

343._____ Two-handed scorp with cracked wooden handles, good.  
344._____ H.V. DEMING, DETROIT MICH wooden rabbet plane, rated 4 stars in the 

current AWP book, very good.  
345._____ D.R. BARTON 2-handed scorp with wooden handles, very good overall.  
346._____ G.L. BIDWELL, ADRIAN, MICH complex profile wooden molding plane, rated 

4 stars in the current AWP book, very good.  
347._____ Hand forged scorp with primitive wooden handles, very good.  
348._____ G.L. BIDWELL, ADRIAN, MICH 7/8-inch wooden side bead plane with full 

boxing, rated 4 stars in the current AWP book, very good overall.  
349._____ Unusual UNIVERSAL ICE SHAVE L.F. & CO. (Landers Frary & Clark), complete 

and very good.  
350._____ J.P. COOK, DETROIT, MICH wooden hollow plane, rated 3 stars in the current AWP 

book, very good.  
351._____ CLASSIC ICE SHAVE NO. 1 GRISWOLD NO. 1 THE GRISWAOLD MFG. 

CO. ERIE PA. U.S.A., very good overall.  
352._____ OHIO TOOL CO. ADRIAN, MICH. pair of #20 hollow & round wooden molding 

planes, both very good. This mark is not included in the current AWP book.  
353._____ Wheelwright's traveler with 6 1/2-inch diameter wheel, very good.  
354._____ J. CUMMINGS PLANE (Tennessee) circa 1830 handled 15-inch molding plane.  
355._____ Walnut stair saw, complete and very good.  
356._____ A.F. BIDWELL, COLD WATER, MICH complex molding plane, rated 4 stars in 

the current AWP plane, very good overall.  
357._____ UNIQUE ICE SHAVE, KINGERY M'F'G. CO., CINCINNATI O. complete and very 

good.  
358._____ DUCHARME, FLETCHER, & CO wooden smooth plane, rate 4 stars in current AWP 

book.  
359._____ THE A.C. WILLIAMS CO., RAVENNA, O. ice shave, complete and very good.  
360._____ Unusual wooden core box plane, 6 3/16-inch overall length including wooden tail 

handle, complete and very good.  
361._____ Wooden stair saw with closed handle, two cracks on toe end near bolt hole and around 

top of blade mortise, good overall.  
362._____ Wooden core box plane, 9 3/4-inch overall length, appears to be mahogany, very 

good overall.  
363._____ Unusual forged 5 3/4-inch inshave, very good overall.  
364._____ A.J. WILKINSON & CO. folding handle drawknife, nice 8-inch blade, very good 

overall.  
365._____ Fine Stanley #624 hand drill, partial decal remains on large gear wheel, very good 

overall.  
366._____ Late model Stanley #40 scrub plane, nice rosewood tote and knob, complete and very 

good overall.  
367._____ Lot: two beech marking gages; and a saddlers knife with cracked handle.  



368._____ Scarce Stanley #113 Type 1 or 2 compass plane with decorative knob and cap 
screw head, solid adjuster wheel on side, one-hole plate on frog, decorative 
plates where arms connect to flexible bottom, this one has light rust but will 
clean to very good overall condition.  

369._____ Nice L&IJ WHITE 8-inch carriage maker's drawknife, very good overall.  
370._____ Unusual Stanley #95 butt gauge with fine japanning; plus an E-Z MARK 3 1/2-inch 

butt gage or marker.  
371._____ Pair of 8-inch drawknives: Watrous Patent (U.S. No. 18,887) with rotating handles, 

complete and very good; plus a SARGENT VBM that is complete and very good.  
372._____ Unusual Berghman skate sharpener, like new in original box, top flap of box is MIA.  
373._____ Lot: Swift & Anderson, Boston surveyor's hand-held sight level in original cast that 

can be worn on a belt; a Stanley #43 saw sharpener; and a file card or brush for 
cleaning your files.  

374._____ Sargent #107 iron block plane in original pasteboard box with tags, fine plane in a 
very good box.  

375._____ Lot of six household tools: a single ice pick, a multi pronged ice pick, hand forged 
screwdriver and corkscrew or packing puller; a mystery tool that is either a 
combination ice tool or a carpet stretcher; and a grater.  

376._____ Unusual hand cranked Twinplex razor-blade sharpener, complete and very good.  
377._____ Pair of meat grinders Diamond Edge DE73, very good; and a Keen Kutter KK23 that 

has some light rust on the steel plates that the food passes thru, otherwise very good.  
378._____ Unusual meat tenderizer with a series of sawed-off nails in a round piece of wood, 

very good.  
379._____ Lot: includes three kitchen gadgets: pot lifter; unusual can opener; and a small pie 

crimper; plus a pair of ?? marked ACCO PAT 8-11-1925.  
380._____ J.W. WEBER ST. JAMES MO THE HARDWARE MAN store give away measuring 

spoon with a bottle opener on end of handle; ass-steel spatula; a smaller tool similar 
to a spatula; a small pair of scissor type tongs; and a set of four measuring cups from 
a Chicago ILL firm 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 and 1-cup.  

381._____ Wheelwrights traveler, looks like a manufactured example, some light pitting, good 
overall.  

382._____ GILCREST No. 30 ice cream scoop, complete and very good.  
383._____ ROLLMAN MFG. CO. MT. JOY, PA raisin seeder, clamps to a table top or counter, 

very good.  
384._____ Nicely made well hook with offset hooks, very good overall; plus an unmarked jar 

opener.  
385._____ Grain or seed sack stitcher with wooden handles; plus a pair of household type ice 

tongs, very good.  
386._____ Pair of brass blow torches, both complete and very good.  
387._____ WILEY & RUSSELL MFG CO. wheelwright's traveler, has been coated with lacquer, 

very good.  
388._____ Four small brass pumps for priming a stove or fireplace or for fueling kerosene lamps 

etc.  
389._____ Lot of seven household or kitchen gadgets: BROMWELL'S GRATER-SLICER, tin 

funnel, scissor-type tongs, wood handled spoon, all-wood spoon, and a syringe-type 
pump with huge needle on the end, perhaps for injecting brine solution into a turkey 
or other meat.  

390._____ GUST. V. BRECHT ST. LOUIS, MO. patented meet chopper, complete and very 
good.  



391._____ Lot of 13 assorted household or kitchen gadgets including a strainer, an egg whip, 
peeler, coat hook, cleaver, three glass cutters, a lamp fixture that has been electrified, 
a tiny scoop, typewriter-type oiler, etc.  

392._____ Pair of early tire tools: THE SPRINGFIELD FOR TIRES 3 TO 5 IN, complete and 
very good; and a J.J. MILLER, GROVER HILL O(hio) bead breaker, very good 
overall.  

393._____ Lot of six assorted household or kitchen gadgets; bill hook; jar opener; meat 
tenderizer, wooden handled potato masher, a "BATTER BEATER CURVED TO FIT 
THE BOWL; and a stamped SHORTENING AND ICE CREAM SPOON.  

394._____ RARE EXCELSIOR MFG CO. ST. L UIS (the O was omitted) No. 7 patented 
waffle iron, PATD APR. 17, 1877, complete with original iron ring, very good 
overall.  

395._____ Lot of nine assorted kitchen or household gadgets: wooden handled strainer; tongs; a 
wooden egg-shaped roller; J.C. FORESTER & SON 4IN1combination jar and can 
opener; a wood handled can opener; heavy spring clamp for holding razor blades to 
use as scrapers; small pair scissor-type tongs; an aluminum straining spoon; and a 
small wire handled "STAINLESS" knife/saw.  

396._____ Near new MILLERS FALLS #502 corner brace with original decal, fine overall.  
397._____ LODGE 8-inch waffle iron, complete with original cast iron ring, very good overall.  
398._____ Unusual Millers Falls No. 52 corner braces, complete and very good overall.  
399._____ Large lot of early kitchen and household items: DAISY KITCHEN SPATULA; Coca 

Cola "Do Unto Others…" 12-inch wooden ruler; three glass cutters, two cookie 
cutters, soap dish, to can openers, set of serving utinsils with wooden handles, simple 
nut cracker, ice pick, AUG. 14, 1906 mystery tool, and a T.A.C.U. CO. aluminum lid 
PAT. APR. 7, 1901.  

400._____ SH CO. ST. LOUIS "WONDER" tobacco cutter SIMMONS HARDWARE CO., 
blade is chipped along the leading edge, otherwise it is complete and very good.  

401._____ Lot of early kitchen tools: wood handled potato masher, two wood handled choppers; 
four brushes including a bottle brush; wooden masher, cleaver, DAISY hand cranked 
grinder, and two lifters one for lifting canning jars out of hot water.  

402._____ Three different lever-type saw sets: the largest marked with a JUNE patent date, some 
light pitting; Goodall Tool Co. Shelburne Falls, Mass, very good.  

403._____ Four saw tools: SIMONDS CRESCENT SAW TOOL, PAT'D AUG 29, 1899, fine; 
Keen Kutter with MAY 3 patent date, nice nickel plating, very good; SIMONDS 
SAW & STEEL CO., fine; and an unmarked model.  

404._____ Lot of five lever type saw sets: MADE IN USA aluminum set, complete and fine; 
unmarked Atkins?, complete and fine; Stanley #442 complete and very good; another 
unmarked model, and a nice Stanley.  

405._____ Four different lever type saw sets: ECLIPSE No. 77 MADE IN ENGLAND with 
brass frame, very good; MORRILL'S USA 95, some pitting, complete; unusual 
S.D.A. CO. GALT No. 10, in blue paint, very good; and a stamped steel 
WINTER SUMMER PAT PEND. very good.  

406._____ Three wooden handled saw tools, all in good or better overall condition.  
407._____ Two iron block planes: Stanley #18? iron block plane with knuckle jointed lever cap, 

good Rule & Level Co. logo iron, very good overall; and a Sargent #306 or 316 with 
poor-fitting sole plate for adjustable throat, otherwise good overall.  

408._____ Two #102 sized iron block planes: FULTON TOOL complete and fine; and a 
LAKESIDE that has been welded at the throat, a nice repair job and fully functional, 
good overall.  

409._____ Unknown make sliding bevel with mahogany and brass handle, and nice 12-inch 
blade, very good overall.  



410._____ Early Stanley #78 duplex plane with early cast cap screw intact depth stop, intact 
fence, RULE & LEVEL CO. iron, very good overall.  

411._____ Lakeside #12-size cabinet scraper with marked LAKESIDE blade, nice wooden 
handle, very good overall.  

412._____ Pair of Stanley #101 mini iron block planes: one with black japanning, unmarked 
blade, very good overall; the other has BB-logo blade, gray bed, red lever cap, very 
good overall.  

413._____ Stanley #80 cabinet scraper, V-logo on blade and strap, very good overall.  
414._____ FULTON 10-inch folding handle drawknife, complete and very good.  
415._____ Pair of fixer-upper handled wooden plow planes: No. 119 with handle carved to fit a 

right handled person, good body, fence is cracked in several places, there are 
numerous thread chips and the top of the adjuster screw for the depth stop is MIA; 
and a GREENFIELD TOOL CO. No. 532 with nice body and nuts, threaded arms 
need to be replaced.  

416._____ Stanley #50 light duty plow plane with intact spur, depth stop, and box of 16 blades 
for an early #45; eight plows; one match, and seven beads.  

417._____ Pair of handled transitional smooth planes: HSB & CO. REVONOC (same as Stanley 
#35), complete with REVONOC iron, very good overall; and an OHIO TOOL #035 
with THISTLE BRAND blade, fine tote and knob, light rust on blade, will clean to 
fine overall.  

418._____ DUNLAP TOOLS folding handle 8-inch drawknife, will clean to very good usable 
condition.  

419._____ Pair of transitional jack planes: Stanley #127 LIBERTY BELL, the nib that engages 
the cutter adjuster is sheared off, otherwise complete and very good; plus a Stanley 
Bailey #26, complete and very good.  

420._____ Unusual JENNINGS & GRIFFIN Patent folding handle drawknife, needs light 
cleaning, very good overall.  

421._____ Winchester W31 food chopper, complete and very good.  
422._____ Winchester #3512 8-inch ratchet brace, very good overall.  
423._____ Two pair of Winchester ice skates: #10 American Club with original leather, very 

good; and a second #10 pair with light pitting on the sides of the blade and 
having new leather.  

424._____ Winchester #3801 hack saw with wooden handle very good overall.  
425._____ Winchester #4340 bait casting reel with worn white paint on the crank arm, good 

overall.  
426._____ Winchester box of 12 TELARANA NOVA LEADERS good box that needs one 

corner repaired, nice labels.  
427._____ Winchester W410 10-inch ratchet brace, very good overall.  
428._____ Original box Winchester .32-40 Smokeless Soft Point bullet box with nine full 

cartridges inside, box has moderate wear, very good.  
429._____ Medium sized wooden carpenter's tool chest with one sliding tray, complete and very 

good overall. 
430._____ Brass steam gauge MAIN STEAM CYLINDER goes up to 300 lbs. Has nicely 

knurled ring to secure the glass lens, needs a good cleaning, very good overall. 
431._____ Pair of little alcohol torches, both very good. 
432._____ FORD T2036 valve with new coat of paint; plus a pair of brass mystery tongs. 
433._____ Collection of 10 early spark plugs with porcelain insulators: GIANT REFLEX; two 

MAYTAG; RAJAH RAJITE; WIZARD SUPREME; AFFINITY; AC TITAN; 
unmarked rebuildable model with white insulator; rebuildable model with deep blue 
insulator; and a HOLLEY MADE IN JAPAN; all have been glued into a wooden 
block. 



434._____ Hand Forged butcher knife 17-inches long overall, fine to near new. 
435._____ SHAPLEIGH'S OLD HICKORY HAMMER FORGED 1843 - 1934 butcher knife, 

similar to the one above, sharp and ready to do some butchering. 
436._____ Small Yankee screwdriver, not working; plus two brass Golden Gate faucet handles 

and a KUNKLE lever like those that operate a brass steam whistle. 
437._____ Lot: stove or heater regulator; Knickerbocker New York air valve (looks like a small 

whistle), and a water pressure gauge marked AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER CORP. 
OF AMERICA YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO; goes to 250 pounds, very good. 

438._____ PFLUEGER TEMCO Free Spool Surf Casting reel, usable condition. 
439._____ Three brass and/or copper pumps possibly used in fueling lamps, etc. 
440._____ SEA GIRT surf casting reel by OCEAN CITY MFG CO. PHILA., very good overall. 
441._____ Lot of seven brass oilers all in a wooden base made to display them. 
442._____ Lot of seven reloading tools: wooden plunger; brass tip for a powder horn can be set to 

dispense 1 1/4 or 1 1/2; brass 16-gage Winchester shot shell case with live primer; 
two funnel type things; and two bullet molds, one has pitting. 

443._____ Two brass pumps and a brass door latch. 
444._____ Lot of four reloading tools for shotgun shells. 
445._____ Brass mister for watering inside plants plus two telegraph keys. 
446._____ Lot of four reloading tools. 
447._____ Four brass items: BELFORE OIL STARTING oil cup; unknown brass burner? fixture 

marked PAT APLD FOR; brass steam radiator valve; and a brass stirrup. 
448._____ Pair of brass items: offset brass forceps; and a brass bodied tool for pushing finishing 

nails below the surface of the wood. 
449._____ Wooden and brass 3-piece shotgun cleaning rod, very good overall. 
450._____ Unusual McClellan Patent corner brace, missing the U-shaped bolt that wold secure 

the stock to the frame, otherwise complete and very good. 
451._____ Pair of food choppers: UNIVERSAL NO. 1 Landers, Frary & Clark, very good 

overall; and PS&W (Peck, Stow & Wilcox) No. 25 that is currently out of order and 
will need to be taken apart and reassembled, all parts in very good condition.  

452._____ Enterprise No. 117 cherry stoner or raison seeder, has been repainted, very good 
overall.  

453._____ Early stove-top 4-sided toaster for use on top of a wood burning stove, very good 
overall.  

454._____ FACIL Patent APRIL 21, 1903 hand cranked cream centrifuge, has been repainted, 
very good overall.  

455._____ SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE ST. LOUIS DIAMOND EDGE #62 food chopper, very 
good overall.  

456._____ KORN KING No. 2 corn meal grinder, body in new black paint, hopper in red, very 
good overall.  

457._____ SIMMONS KEEN KUTTER #22 1/2 food chopper, needs cleaning, very good 
overall.  

458._____ Lot of nine early tools found on the farm: two hog scrapers; a hoof trimmer PAT JAN 
2, ?7; four shucking pegs; and a nice WM. BEATTY & SON meat cleaver.  

459._____ Lot of early tools found on the farm or in the kitchen: outer housing, burr and crank 
for an early coffee grinder; hog scraper; meat tenderizer; hanging spring scale with 
50 Lb. capacity; a fish or frog gig that needs wooden handle; and a mystery clamp 
marked on back A.A. WEEKS N.Y. PAT. JULY 6, 1897.  

460._____ H.S.B. CO. (Hibbard Spencer and Bartlett of Chicago) wick trimming scissors for 
lamps and lanterns; and a nice little hand vice.  



461._____ HELLER BROS. CO. NEWARK FEB. 3, 1903 hoof trimmer, very good; and a small 
knife with bakelite-type handle marked US. 1941 LFC CO. (Landers Frary & Clark), 
very good.  

462._____ Two rosewood handled stitching awls, very good.  
463._____ Two calf weaners: one with multiple spikes; and one marked KANT SUK PAT.D 

AUG 16, 1910.  
464._____ Lot of of misc. domestic tools: VISE-LIFT DAYTON OHIO; wood handled straining 

spoon; wooden barrel spout; pair or tongs with fork ends; egg dipper; two ice picks, 
one marked ROLLA WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.; meat tenderizer; two clamps, 
etc.  

465._____ Lot of early domestic tools: three wooden handled food choppers; a spring scale with 
25 LB capacity; a stitching awl; and a wooden handled corkscrew.  

466._____ Winchester 18-inch iron fore plane, original WINCHESTER blade, scuffed but intact 
tote and beaded knob, bed has been repainted and entire plane coated with lacquer. 

467._____ Pair of Keen Kutter bench planes: 15-inch wooden jack plane with sawtooth logo on 
toe, one ear broken off, block and wedge KK logo on iron, good overall; and a KK5 
1/2C wide body iron jack plane, bed repainted and entire plane coated with lacquer. 

468._____ Winchester #40 OLD TRUSTY 24-inch hand saw with 8 ppi blade, good etching, with 
light cleaning by someone who knows what they're doing, this one will be very good. 

469._____ Three iron bench planes: SIMMONS 14-inch jack with stamped frog, red bed, good 
overall; and Keen Kutter KK5 iron jack plane and KK4 1/2C wide body smoother, 
both repainted and coated with lacquer. 

470._____ Keen Kutter K88 hand saw with 26-inch blade, good etch, original medallion, very 
good overall. 

471._____ Three different Keen Kutter 9-inch iron smooth planes: KK4C with cracked side near 
throat and worn out iron; Unknown model number with red frog, SIMMONS KEEN 
KUTTER block and wedge long cast into frog and stamped into blade, tote broken 
and glued, good overall; and a K4C (Stanley) made on early Bedrock frame, very 
good overall. 

472._____ Winchester #3080 scraper (Similar to Stanley #12 1/2) nice wooden sole, Keen Kutter 
blade, paint appears to have been enhanced, very good overall condition. 

473._____ Three iron block planes: Keen Kutter (Stanley) K220 with cam portion broken out of 
the lever cap, pitting blade; early Sargent #207 with Winchester blade, improper 
knob, good overall; and a Winchester (Stanley) W110 with original blade with mild 
pitting. 

474._____ Winchester 14-inch wooden handled pipe wrench, very good overall. 
475._____ Pair of #102 planes: Winchester W102 with original blade, repainted and entire plane 

coated in lacquer; and Keen Kutter K102 complete and very good. 
476._____ Winchester (Trimount) 10-inch all-steel pipe wrench, very good overall. 
477._____ Four wooden Stanley levels: 30-inch No. 5 with laminated stock, decorative brass side 

views, both vials intact, very good; 29-inch unknown model, both vials intact; and 
two 28-inch #3 levels. 

478._____ Winchester (Trimount) 8-inch all-steel pipe wrench, a few patches of very mild 
pitting, very good overall. 

479._____ Ten wooden hollow and round molding planes; five rounds by Sims London; H. 
Osborn, High St. Southampton; James Howarth, Broomspring Works, Sheffield; C. 
Nurse & Co, 182 & 184 Walworth Road, London SE; and W. I. Walker, York; and 
five hollows by E. Preston & Sons, EP Trademark; G. Steadman & Sons Makers, 
Birmingham, (sold by) Buck & Ryan Ltd, London; John Elsworth, Glasgow; F 
Moyes, Newcastle on Tyne; and Speight, Leeds. 



480._____ Scarce A.A. Harvie Patent (U.S. No. 1,008,262) knockdown or takedown 
carpenter's square, made by the Nicholls Manufacturing Co. of Ottumwa, Iowa 
on a patent issued Jan. 23, 1911 to Albert A. Harvie of Ottumwa. This one comes 
in it's original pouch, the flap of the pouch needs to be sewed back on. There is 
no key with this one as it does not require one to operate. The first of this 
particular patent that we have seen or sold, very good. 

481._____ Five wooden molding planes. Three marked A. Mathieson & Son, Glasgow: 2 hollows 
and 1 round. Two rounds marked A. Mathieson & Son, Glasgow & Edinburgh. 

482._____ Four wooden molding planes: three hollows marked John Moseley & Son, 54-55 
Broad St, Bloomshire, London; and one hollow marked John Moseley & Son, 
London. 

483._____ Four wooden molding planes: hollow marked W. Marples & Sons, Sheffield, 
warranted; small round marked Hibernia, W. Marples & Sons, Sheffield; rabbet with 
triangular wedge marked Frederick Willey, Opposite Corn Exchange, Leeds and D. 
Malloch, Perth; and 3/4-inch bead marked Stewart. 

484._____ Stanley No. 23 transitional smoother, knob cracked, otherwise OK. 
485._____ Stanley "Liberty Bell" transitional bench plane set; No. 122; No. 135, knob cracked, 

handle repaired; No. 129, handle repaired; and No. 132, good overall. All have had 
the japanning enhanced or have been flat out repainted. 

486._____ Stanley Bailey No. 26 transitional jack plane, with partially intact decal, very good. 
487._____ Four Stanley transitional planes: No. 31; No. 129 "Liberty Bell"; No. 127 "Liberty 

Bell"; Stanley Bailey No. 27 jack, missing tote.. Japanning has been enhanced on all. 
488 Two Stanley planes: No. 127 "Liberty Bell"; and No. 22 smoother. Japanning has been 

enhanced on both. 
489._____ Three Stanley "Liberty Bell" transitional planes: No. 129; No. 127; and a No. 122 with 

repaired throat and split handle. Japanning has been enhanced on all three. 
490._____ Stanley #0H5 Two-Tone iron jack plane in new condition inside an original 

pasteboard box for a Stanley #5 jack plane, plane has the original yellow and maroon 
paint job, it is complete and fine, box is very good with one or two corners needing to 
be re-taped.  

491._____ Lot of four planes: two iron rabbet and filletster planes; one is complete with fence 
and depth stop; the other looks like a Sargent, has depth stop but no screw or fence; 
plus a Stanley OH4 Two-Tone smooth plane; and a scarce Stanley ECLIPSE 9-inch 
smoother with small chip from side of tote spur, good overall.  

492._____ Sargent #407 iron smooth plane (Same size as Stanley #2), top of original blade 
has been stuck with a hammer, good original tote and knob, some light surface 
rust on non-japanned surfaces, will clean to very good.  

493._____ Stanley #71 router plane in original pasteboard box, comes with all three blades, throat 
closing fixture, and fence. The tops of the black handles are scuffed but it is 
otherwise fine. The box itself has a hole in the top, and is just fair.  

494._____ Stanley HANDYMAN H1204 9-inch iron smooth plane IOB, plane is complete and 
near new, box is very good with intact label.  

495._____ Three transitional bench planes: Ohio Tool Company #035 (similar to a Stanley #35) 
with original blade, maroon japanning, good knob, front tote screw is an improper 
brass replacement, good overall; Siegley StS 15-inch jack plane (Similar to a Stanley 
#27), very good; and a SARGENT 3418 fore plane with early horseshoe lateral lever, 
top of tote spur chipped, finish peeling on top of stock, very good overall.  

496._____ Unusual FORD tester in oak case, tests 6-volt and 12-volt systems, the cloth loom and 
rubber electric wire is crumbling and needs to be replaces.  

497._____ Unusual Keen Kutter K1946 combination fencing plier with hammer, nail claw, wire 
cutter, etc.  



498._____ Pair of Keen Kutter lever-type saw sets, one with KK logo on top of frame and one 
with logo on side of frame, both very good.  

499._____ Three Keen Kutter wrenches: 6.5-inch slip-joint plier; KT3 open ended; and a 6-inch 
S-handle Crescent, very good.  

500._____ Pair of Keen Kutter tools: 10-inch nipper, complete and very good; and a 10-inch 
combination plier, hammer and staple pulling fencing tool, some pitting, good 
overall.  

501._____ Lot of three fixer-upper planes: Stanley #8C iron jointer that just needs a blade and 
lever cap to complete, one patent date in rear of bed, partial decal on nice tote, very 
good overall; Stanley #6 iron fore plane has nice rosewood knob and short knob, part 
of left side broken off, still in good usable condition; and a Stanley #13 with light to 
moderate pitting over the entire plane.  

502._____ Homemade wooden plow plane, clunky but functional.  
503._____ Stanley #40 scrub plane with nice beech tote and knob, SW-logo blade, very good 

overall.  
504._____ Stanley BEDROCK 605 iron jack plane RT with STANLEY BED ROCK lever cap, 

nice Q-logo blade, tote spur MIA, scuffed but intact knob, good overall.  
505._____ Millers Falls #14 iron jack plane, wood and body have been repainted, very good 

overall.  
506._____ Stanley #8C iron jointer plane with nice Millers Falls iron, very good tote and tall 

knob, small hang hole in toe, very good overall.  
507._____ Lot of three plow planes: early Stanley #46 skew bladed plow with one blade, has 

wooden dowels holding the fence to the body, but will need a set of steel rods, very 
good; a CRAFTSMAN combination plow (like Stanley #45); and an early #50 light 
duty plow that has been repainted with silver paint. 

508._____ Lot of six assorted block planes including two that likely came out of children's tool 
chests.  

509._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane with all three main sections, set of long rods, all 
three depth stops, cam, etc. 

510._____ Lot of five iron block planes including a Sargent, two Stanley, Ritter, etc.  
511._____ Seven early soldering irons the largest with a head 90 degrees to the handle, a lot of 

weight in copper.  
512._____ Lot of six assorted block planes including a SHELTON; FOSTERS aluminum; late 

model Stanley 220, etc.  
513._____ Two early lead ladles and two crucibles.  
514._____ Lot of seven copper soldering irons; the smallest is a PS&W and it needs the handle.  
515._____ Three lead ladles.  
516._____ Lot of 9 screwdrivers; seven with wooden handles including a Stanley; one with large 

brass handle; and a nested set.  
517._____ Two cast iron lead crucibles with intact bales, one is marked RCBS on the top; the 

other is marked ECLIPSE 5 ST. LOUIS.  
518._____ Two long handled lead ladles one marked 4 on the handle; the other marked 

CHICAGO SPECIALTY CO. 4 No. 3427 MALLEABLE IRON, very good.  
519._____ Lot of seven early copper soldering irons, one needing a handle. 
520._____ Lot of four antique flashlights: EVEREADY 3-cell with fisheye lens, nice nickel 

plating, a few typical nicks and dings, one small chip at edge of lens, very good; 
EVEREADY 2-cell with nickel-plated body, fisheye lens, some battery leakage 
inside, good overall; RAY-O-VAC rocket shaped, intact lens, cracked reflector and 
missing small piece that secures bulb, good body; and a small OLIN 2-cell model 
with red plastic top and flasher button, a few small chips from edge of top, very good.  



521._____ New old stock WINCHESTER 2 CELL FIXT-FOCUS SPOTLIGHT No. A3200, light 
and box are fine.  

522._____ Three flashlights: WINCHESTER 2-cell model with red painted body, cap on end of 
handle has two cracks, has beam adjuster, good overall; and ABC 2-cell model 
MADE IN HONG KONG, aluminum body, complete and very good; and a 
WINCHESTER No. 9810, missing the lens, now spring in end of handle, has 
evidence of battery leakage, good overall.  

523._____ New old stock WINCHESTER POWER CHIEF No. WX4420 3-cell FIXT-FOCUS 
SPOTLIGHT, box has crush crease in one side and the paper sleeve on the flashlight 
is torn, otherwise box is very good and flashlight is fine.  

524._____ Three WINCHESTER flashlights: 2-cell model with red plastic top, body is chrome 
plated and has some serious corrosion where a battery leaked, good for parts; 
Winchester 2-cell model with lens cracked in two places, clean inside, very good; and 
a 2-cell model with copper colored body, chrome ends, clean inside, lens cracked, 
very good.  

525._____ New old stock WINCHESTER HI-POWER 3-CELL SEARCHLIGHT No. A3400, 
box is very good, light is fine.  

526._____ Lot of three Winchester flashlights: 2-cell chrome or nickel plated model, clean inside 
and out, fine overall; 2-cell model that has had some leakage inside, complete, can be 
cleaned to very good; and a small "SOLID BRONZE" model with flasher, very good.  

527._____ Genuine Charles H. Emmerson razor strop with wooden handle and original sleeve, 
fine overall; plus a EMPIRE battery powered lantern missing the lens, otherwise 
complete.  

528._____ Three St. Louis wood planes: J. Donaldson smooth plane, faint mark, one ear broken 
off, one side split; SHAPLEIGH, DAY & CO., No. 103 N-MAIN-ST., ST. LOUIS, 
MO round, good overall; and a SHAPLEIGH, DAY & CO. skew bladed rabbet, very 
good.  

529._____ Scarce B. CODDINGTON LAFAYt IA (Indiana), dado plane, has hang hole thru back 
of stock, wedge is cracked, intact nicker, nice mark. Rated 4 stars in current AWP 
book.  

530._____ Pair of SHAPLEIGH, DAY & CO. ST. LOUIS, MO 5/8-inch tongue & groove planes, 
the grooving plane has a steel plate riveted to the outside rear portion of the stock, a 
good usable set.  

531._____ Pair of Indiana wood planes: J. BURKE, MADISON, IA (Indiana) complex molding 
plane, improper blade, nice mark, very good overall. This one is rated 2 stars in the 
AWP; plus a C. FREESE & CO., INDIANAPOLIS twin-iron 1 1/8-inch nosing 
plane, rated 3 stars in AWP, very good overall.  

532._____ Pair of Ohio molding planes: P. HAYDEN & CO. COLUMBUS 4/8 table round with 
cabinet pitch, rated 2 stars in AWP, very good; plus an OHIO TOOL CO. NO. 54 
moving filletster, complete and very good.  

533._____ N.H. & C.H. RAYMOND, CAMBRIDGE CITY, IND. (marked on heel of plane) 
moving filletster with screw-operated depth stop, cracked wedge, unrated (UR) 
in current AWP book, very good overall.  

534._____ Early C. LINDENBERGER complex molding plane, rated 2 stars in AWP, complete 
and good.  

535._____ VAJEN, NEW & CO. 1/4-inch dado with screw-operated stop, unrated (UR) in 
current AWP book, fine overall.  

536._____ WOODRUFF, NEW ALBANY, IA (INDIANA) WARRANTED screw-arm sash 
plane, rated 3 stars in AWP, good overall.  

537._____ Stanley BAILEY #26 transitional jack plane with partial decal on top of wooden 
stock, with light cleaning will be fine.  



538._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane Type 5 or 6 with all three main sections; nickel 
plated brass screws; find rosewood handle and beaded knob, fence is milled flat on 
both sides so it can be reversed; rear depth stop, long and short rods, and original 
cutter box with 15 blades including two from a #55 plane, some cutters have rust; a 
fine plane with very good cutter box.  

539._____ Three iron rabbet and filletster planes: Union #43 in brown paint with black Stanley 
lever cap and fence installed; plus a Type 1 Stanley #78 missing the fence and depth 
stop, fine body and blade; and a Millers Falls #85? with light rust, needing fence and 
depth stop.  

540._____ Unusual Stanley #54 light duty plow plane, these are similar to a #50 except that 
the #54 featured japanned bodies with nickel plated fences, the #54 came with a 
smaller set of blades (not included with this one) and the spaces on the frame for 
spare spurs were never drilled and tapped, this one comes with depth stop and 
special screw for securing the smaller blades.  

541._____ Stanley #45 combination plow plane Type 5 or 6, comes with all three main sections, 
main frame has floral casting; long rods, depth and beading stops, nice rosewood 
knob and handle, cutter box with 17 blades (including the slitter that is in the plane), 
cutter box lid is cracked, a fine plane with a good set of blades.  

542._____ Late model Stanley #65 low angle block plane, blue bed, nickel plated lever cap, fine 
overall condition.  

543._____ Keen Kutter (Stanley) K120 iron block plane, similar to an early Stanley #120, much 
harder to find than the KK marked planes made by Ohio and others, this one is 
complete and very good.  

544._____ Stanley #130 double ended iron block plane, missing the wooden knob, and the nose 
has a chip on top, good usable condition; and a BRIDGE TOOL CO. ST. LOUIS 
(Stanley) #110 iron block plane. These were sold by Simmons or Shapleigh 
Hardware, this one is complete and very good.  

545._____ Wooden No. 149 jack rabbet plane with offset handle, both spurs intact, with cleaning 
will be very good.  

546._____ Three planes: Sargent No. 613 wooden jack plane with original Sargent blade; a NEW 
YORK TOOL CO. 15-inch No. 12 wooden plane with radiused bottom, needs handle 
glued into mortise, otherwise very good; and a Sargent #418 iron fore plane; all need 
a good cleaning.  

547._____ Three transitional bench planes: Stanley No. 28 fore plane, complete and good; 
Sargent No. 3416, complete and good; and a Stanley BAILEY No. 26, complete and 
good. All could stand a good cleaning.  

548._____ Three iron bench planes: Chaplin's Patent corrugated jack plane, plastic tote badly 
broken, knob is bent over, Stanley blade, needs work; WARDS MASTER (Stanley) 
#5 with hard rubber adjuster nut, light rust on sides and bottom; and a Sargent #409, 
needs cleaning.  

549._____ Three iron bench planes: Goodall smoother with screw-operated blade adjuster; 
Stanley Defiance smoother; and Stanley Defiance jack; all need a good cleaning.  

550._____ Late model Stanley #2 smooth plane with STANLEY lever cap, SW blade, nice 
rosewood tote and tall knob, the japanning is very good, there is a coat of light 
surface rust over all exposed surfaces, will clean to fine overall condition.  

551._____ Lot of three transitional jack planes: Sargent #3417 wide body jack, missing front 
knob, very good overall; Sargent #3415, needs light cleaning; and a FULTON TOOL 
CO. same size as Sargent 3415, complete and very good.  

552._____ Pair of Keen Kutter hand saws: 26-inch No. 88, has a few kinks, good overall; and a 
No. K816 with 28-inch 4 1/2 ppi blade, handle is broken and missing a big piece on 
the right side, usable as is. 



553._____ Lot of three Keen Kutter levels: 30-inch plumb & level, both vials intact, very good; 
28-inch with small hang hole near end of stock, both vials intact, very good overall; 
KK2 just over 13 inches, has been sawed down from a larger size, both vials intact, 
usable condition. 

554._____ Winchester brass padlock, no key, good overall. 
555._____ Winchester #9833 26-inch double plumb & level, all three vials intact, complete and 

fine. 
556._____ Lot of five wooden levels: 30-inch Oak Leaf with rough stock, both vials intact; 24-

inch MADE IN USA plumb & level, plumb vial dry, good overall; Stanley #102 14-
inch, intact vial, hang hole in end of stock, good overall; unmarked 16-inch plumb & 
level, both vials intact, very good overall; and a 12-inch plumb & level, both vials 
intact, good overall. 

557._____ "Winchester" rasp, the WINCHESTER name does not look right to us, so we're 
calling this one a good usable rasp. 

558._____ Lot of three 30-inch wooden levels: ACME plumb and level, both vials intact, big 
hang hole on end end, very good overall; mason's type plumb and level by 
MILESCRAFT TOOLS MILES MFG. CO. CLEVELAND, OHIO, complete and 
fine; and a C-S CO. plumb & level with both vials intact, one side of stock is rough 
for about 4 inches near end, very good overall. 

559._____ Small Winchester pressed or stamped steel padlock with key, some mild pitting, good 
overall. 

560._____ Brass BELKNAP BLUE GRASS concrete edging tool, very good. 
561._____ Three tape measures: LUFKIN RULE CO. UNIVERSAL 560 25-foot steel tape in a 

leather and brass case; BAY STATE D2403 50-foot cloth tape with end of tape 
missing; unknown make cloth tape in a brass case, end is missing. 

562._____ Two wooden shotgun cleaning rods; one has press fittings the other has threaded brass 
fittings and one section is missing but the brass piece from it remains. 

563._____ Three 16-inch jack planes planes. D.R. Barton, Rochester, N. Y. 1832; A. C. Bartlett’s 
OVB Our Very Best Ohio Planes (with A.C. Bartlett’s blade); and Auburn Tool Co. 
Auburn, N. Y. 

564._____ Two 26-inch bench planes. Bay State and Sandusky Tool Co. with Sandusky blade. 
565._____ Two 22-inch bench planes. New York Tool Co. with DE blade and Kennedy ??GE 

(not in AWP book?). 
566._____ Four Stanley transitional planes: Stanley No. 100, 20 inches long, No. 28, No. 27, No 

# but similar to the No. 28. 
567._____ Unusual transitional B Plane Patented Oct 22 1889. 
568._____ Three wooden horned planes. 
569._____ Two transitional planes. Union New Britain Conn No. 27A wide body jack; and 

Sargent V-B-M No. 3418 fore, good overall. 
570._____ Champion Blower & Forge Co. post drill with hand crank on both the small gear 

and the flywheel, has a Morris taper adapter and a 3-jaw chuck so it can turn 
twist drills, nicely repainted, very good overall. 

571._____ Nice double tree with weathered wood. and nice hand forged iron rings, very good. 
572._____ Carpenters slick with 4 1/4-inch blade, nicely turned handle, very good overall. 
573._____ Three 26-inch Keen Kutter hand saws: 5 1/2 ppi rip; and two 8 ppi; one with unusual 

handle. 
574._____ Firestone Standard 1244-1 24-inch masons level in red paint, hang hole in end of 

stock, both vials intact, very good. 
575._____ Unusual KEEN KUTTER K18 26-inch hand saw with the finest teeth we've seen 

on a hand saw, fine etching and nice handle, very good overall. 



576._____ RED CHIEF No. 7 GRINDING MILL for turning corn into cornmeal, every 
survivalist needs one of these and a few sacks of seed corn. 

577._____ Unknown make 1 or 2-man crosscut saw, good handle, intact auxiliary handle, the 
mounting hardware for the main handle needs to be replaced. 

578._____ Unknown make 4-foot inside measuring stick with brass clamp. Could be a Stanley or 
Lufkin. 

579._____ Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery "Diamond Edge is a QUALITY PLEDGE" 
advertising yardstick from RICHARDSON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE CO. 
Cuba, MO. Phone 248, made by the O.M. WRIGHT CO. St. Louis 2, Mo. Pat. Pend. 

580._____ Pair of Keen Kutter KK21 food choppers, PAT. May 29, '06; one very good overall, 
and one good with all the spare parts. 

581._____ Winchester #9813 28-inch wooden plumb & level, both vials intact, hang hole near 
end of stock, very good overall. 

582._____ Keen Kutter wooden handled butchers knife with KEEN KUTTER name spelled on 
on handle, very good. 

583._____ Two Keen Kutter rasps; and two Keen Kutter rat tailed files, all very good. 
584._____ Keen Kutter K10 1/2 carriage maker's rabbet plane, has been broken and repaired at 

the arches, repainted, tote broken and glued, original Keen Kutter blade, rough 
overall. 

585._____ Keen Kutter block and wedge shaped stand for punches and or drill bits, has Keen 
Kutter decals on both sides, very good overall. 

586._____ Keen Kutter claw hammer with original albeit ratty handle; a Keen Kutter brick or 
rock hammer, very good; and a wooden handle with steel ferrule having Keen Kutter 
logo, looks like it's from a screwdriver. 

587._____ Keen Kutter bitstock reamer; and leather punch, both very good. 
588._____ Pair of 12-inch Keen Kutter dividers, former owner's initials in one side, very good to 

fine. 
589._____ Keen Kutter saw set; plus two Keen Kutter bench plane blades, very good. 
590._____ Package of 240 NOS KEEN KUTTER adhesive labels still in original packaging. 
591._____ Pair of Keen Kutter punches, both good. 
592._____ Keen Kutter K1946 fencing pliers with nail claw, plier, hammer, wire cutters, some 

mild pitting, good overall. 
593._____ Large hand cranked Keen Kutter K112 food chopper, with bracket that mounts to a 

table, very good overall. 
594._____ Lot of nine antique spark plugs; plus one new Champion W-14. 
595._____ Keen Kutter KK11 hand cranked food chopper, very good overall. 
596._____ Millers Falls No. 200 breast drill with auxiliary breast plane, very good overall. 
597._____ Yankee No. 555 multi speed ratcheting and reversible breast drill, these were the 

Cadillac of breast drills, complete with auxiliary handle, very good. 
598._____ Pair of Stanley #45 Type 6 combination plow planes, each has the floral cast body, the 

one one the right has been painted silver, both planes come with all three main 
sections, long rods, good rosewood knobs, rosewood handles and rosewood wear 
strips on fence, one front and one rear depth stop; one beading stop, and one box of 
18 blades, 10 plow, seven bead & on sash; the silver plane has chips from the top 
handle spur; both will make great users.  

599._____ Pair of wooden jack planes: the one on the left is 17-inch unmarked razee-style with 
closed handle and early SARGENT blade with circular logo, very good; and a 16-
inch SARGENT (Sandusky) #613 with open handle, very good overall.  

600._____ RARE Stanley #W78 weatherstrip rabbet plane, complete and in very good 
overall condition. For more information on these check out Patrick Leach's 
Blood & Gore web site.  



601._____ Pair of Stanley #45 combination plow planes: on the left is a Type 4 or Type 5 and the 
one one the right is a Type 6, both have the floral cast frame. Both planes come with 
all three main sections, nice rosewood knobs, rosewood handles, one beading stop, 
one front depth stop, and later model cutter box with six beads, six plows, one match, 
one sash and one filletster blade. There is a small chip from the bottom of the handle 
of the Type 6 plane, otherwise both planes are in usable condition.  

602._____ Pair of WWII Stanley bench planes: on the left is a #5 jack plane with stained 
hardwood tote and knob, hard rubber adjuster nut, will clean to very good; on the 
right is a 5 1/2 wide body jack plane with light rust to all exposed surfaces, stained 
hardwood tote and knob, will clean to very good overall.  

603._____ Winchester W14 rafter or framing square, has been coated with lacquer, very good 
overall. 

604._____ Four wooden Stanley levels: 30-inch #0, both vials intact, very good; 28-inch 
unknown model with both vials intact, numerous nicks and dings, and stock is oil 
soaked; 26-inch #30 with big brass plum vial covers, missing one plumb vial, other 
two vials intact, SW logo, very good; and 26-inch #0 with dry plumb vial, otherwise 
good overall. 

605._____ Winchester needle nosed pliers, coated with lacquer, will clean to good or better 
condition. 

606._____ Four wooden levels: 29-inch Stanley #1? both vials intact, small hang hole in one end, 
very good overall; 28-inch C-S CO. both vials intact, hang hole in one end, good 
overall; 26-inch Stanley #30 with big brass plumb vial covers, all three vials intact, 
good overall; and a 26-inch Stanley #30 with finish stripped from stock, level vial 
intact, one plumb vial dry and one MIA, can be restored. 

607._____ Winchester OCTOBER SPECIAL nickel plated pliers, coated with lacquer, very good 
overall. 

608._____ Winchester single bit axe, head is mushroomed over from too much hammering, good 
logo. 

609._____ Winchester lineman's-type pliers, with rubber sleeves on handles, coated with lacquer, 
very good. 

610._____ Shapleigh Hardware double bit axe, the end of the handle is taped with electric tape, 
good overall. 

611._____ Winchester 10-inch gas pliers with replaced nut on pivot bolt, coated with lacquer, 
very good. 

612._____ Nice Winchester single bit axe with aftermarket leather sheath, very good handle. 
613._____ Winchester broad hatchet with nail notch, and hammer head, replaced handle, good 

overall. 
614._____ Belknap Blue Grass Hardware Louisville, Kentucky double bit axe, with good 

aftermarket handle, a few more wedges should be installed if this one is to be used, 
very good overall. 

615._____ Winchester camp hatchet with replaced handle, mild pitting on head, good overall. 
616._____ Four assorted levels: 2-foot wooden plumb & level, both vials intact, hang hole in one 

end, good; 16-inch wooden plumb & level, both vials intact, very good; 18-inch cast 
iron double plumb & level, all three vials intact, shaft groove, very good overall; and 
a 12-inch cast iron double plumb & level, one plumb vial dry, entire level painted in 
fire engine red, has shaft groove, good overall. 

617._____ Winchester #1152 open ended wrench, very good. 
618._____ Three wooden levels: Disston OCT. 29, 1912 patent 14-inch, complete and very good; 

unmarked plumb & level that has been cut down, both vials intact, good overall; and 
a 12-inch plumb & level with dry plumb vial, marked GERMANY on brass plate, 
good overall. 



619._____ Winchester #1246 open ended wrench, very good. 
620._____ Pair of cast iron levels: LSS CO. (Starrett) 12-inch double plumb & level, all vials 

intact, has shaft groove, very good; and a 6-inch Stanley #36 double plumb & level, 
all vials intact, fine overall. 

621._____ Winchester #1749 open ended wrench, very good. 
622._____ DAVIS PATENT M.W. ROBINSON 18-inch No. 8, cast iron, double plumb & level, 

all vials intact, has been repainted, very good overall. 
623._____ Winchester W127 open ended wrench, very good. 
624._____ Lot of sad irons: large SH CO (Simmons Hardware Co.) LACLEDE tailor's iron; two 

small irons without handles, a brass? trivet, and one broken handle with broken latch. 
625._____ Winchester #1107 open ended wrench, very good. 
626._____ Lot of irons: one early electric iron with cord; two sad irons one with quick-release 

handle, and one with integral handle; and one boat-shaped body with no handle. 
627._____ Winchester #1537 open ended wrench with S shaped handle, very good. 
628._____ Five wooden bench planes by Scioto Works: 28-inch; 26-inch; 22-inch; 16-inch and a 

smoother. 
629._____ Five wooden bench planes. Scioto Works 28-inch, unmarked 25-inch, Scioto 22-inch 

Scioto 16-inch and Scioto smooth plane. 
630._____ Five wooden bench planes. Unmarked 28-inch transitional; 26-inch; and an Ogontz 

22-inch; a 16-inch; & a smoother. 
631._____ Four wooden Scioto Works bench planes. 22-inch; two 16-inch; and smoother. 
632._____ Three horned wooden planes, one marked, one with Marsh blade. 
633._____ Six wooden bench planes. Three Ohio Tool Co: 22-inch; 16-inch; and transitional 

smoother; plus one Ogonte Tool Co 16-inch, one Scioto Works 16-inch; and one Oak 
Leaf SIMMONS HDW CO OAK LEAF Made in USA. 

634._____ Four wooden bench planes. Ohio Tool Co. 22-inch; 16-inch unmarked; another 16-
inch; and a smoother. 

635._____ Four unmarked bench planes. One 22-inch; two 16-inch; and one smoother. 
636._____ Five unmarked bench planes: one 22-inch; three 16-inch; and one smoother. 
637._____ Nine wooden bench planes, some with repairs: two 22-inch; four 16-inch (one with 

reinforced plate on bottom; and three smoothers, one a transitional. 
638 Lot of irons: one sad iron with integral handle; one with quick-release handle; a body that the 

handle also fits; and a trivet W.H. HOWELL CO. GENEVA, ILL. 
639._____ Fine display board with old Ford automobile tools: brass tire pump with FORD name 

in base; grease gun; three open ended wrenches; ratchet wrench; spanner wrench; 
pliers; 9-inch adjustable; hub cap wrench; lug wrench; SCHRADER tire pressure 
gage; FORD oil can; and a FORD jack. 

640._____ Lot of irons: two irons with integral handles; and six irons that need quick-release 
handles. (After photo was taken we located a single handle that fits all six bodies. It 
will be included.) 

641._____ Two St. Louis bench planes: DIAMOND EDGE DE6 iron fore plane, tote chipped 
near front screw, good knob, light rust on original blade, bed has been repainted, 
good overall; plus a DIAMOND EDGE 9-inch smooth plane, tote a likely 
replacement, good knob, original blade and lever cap, good overall.  

642._____ Lot of three Keen Kutter tools: 8-inch Cronk-type plier, some light pitting; fine 6-inch 
plier with side cutter; and a K34 cold chisel.  

643._____ Four 9-inch smooth planes: Diamond Edge, complete and very good; DEFIANCE by 
Stanley, very good; Stanley #4 scuffed tote and knob, bed repainted; good overall; 
and a BLUE GRASS BG74P, very good.  

644._____ Large SHAPLEIGH DIAMOND EDGE price tag; plus a DIAMOND EDGE DE103 
iron block plane that has been repainted.  



645._____ Four iron smooth planes: Millers Falls No. 9, wood doesn't look original, will clean to 
good usable condition; unknown make 8-inch single iron, very good; SHELTON No. 
04, bed looks like a repaint, very good; and a Stanley #4C with chipped lever cap, 
knob tied with string at base, tote broken and needing glue, will clean to very good 
overall.  

646._____ Keen Kutter 9-inch aluminum torpedo level with shaft groove, typical nicks and dings, 
very good.  

647._____ FULTON No. 3708 smooth plane (same size as Stanley #2) knob looks like it's from a 
bigger plane, sides and bed have been painted, will clean to very good usable 
condition.  

648._____ Lot of four Keen Kutter tools: fine K-10 Crescent wrench; two wood auger bits; and a 
wooden handled screwdriver.  

649._____ Unusual Ohio Tool Co. #02C smooth plane with fine STANLEY lever cap and 
STANLEY BB-logo blade, rosewood knob looks original and it is nice, rosewood 
tote also original but missing part of spur, rear of throat chipped, a good 
restoration project.  

650._____ SIMMONS iron jack plane, bed painted red, good tote and knob, very good overall.  
651._____ Lot: SUNBEAM toaster on pedestal legs no cord and rusty in places; three assorted 

corn knives; a grater and a wood handled auger bit. 
 
THE END. 
 
NOTE: A 10 percent buyer's premium will be charged at this sale. 
 

Sale Managed by Michael J. Urness & 
Great Planes Trading Co. 

www.GreatPlanesTrading.com 
Phone 314-497-7884 

email: Mike@GreatPlanesTrading.com 


